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PREFACE

This work is the result of research conducted during two 
academic years spent in Cluj-Hapoca, Romania; I wish to express my 
gratitude to the Fulhright-Hays Commission under whose auspices two 
grants were awarded under the United States-Romanian Cultural Exchange 
program.

During my years of study at The University of Arizona, I 
developed a keen interest in the history of eastern Europe with a 
particular interest in the development of ecclesiastical institutions 
and political phenomena in this part of Europe. In my undergraduate 
years and in the first semesters of graduate school, I devoted time to 
the study of the Eastern Orthodox Church and its impact upon eastern 
Europeans. It was my conclusion that this church greatly influenced not 
only the ecclesiastical hut also the cultural, social, and political 
development of at least five southeastern European peoples. Yet, the 
Orthodox Church was not the only eastern ecclesiastical institution 
which emerged in eastern Europe, There emerged a church which repre
sented a synthesis of eastern and western traditions; this church, 
known as the Uniate or Greek Catholic, was founded upon the dictates of 
the ll37 union of the Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox churches at 
Florence-Ferrara. Although this union was to have little success at 
Constantinople and met with complete rebuttal in Moscow, it did repre
sent an attempt on the part of both churches to reconcile differences 
which had separated the two branches of Christendom since the eleventh
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century. The remnants of the union emerged in 1596 in the extreme . 
eastern parts of the then existing Polish state, when the Ukrainian 
.population of this area accepted papal supremacy and concluded a union. 
with the Roman Catholic Church known as the Union of Brest.•

Having an interest in the Uniate movement in eastern Europe, I 
sought to examine its further development and final expression in 
Transylvania. I had hoped to draw a parallel "between the Union of 
Brest and the acceptance of Catholicism hy a large portion of 
Transylvanian Romanians at the close of the seventeenth, century. But 
the circumstances surrounding the Romanian adoption of Catholicism 
developed upon a separate and.distinctive line, differing greatly from 
the Ukrainian Uniate movement. ' The Transylvanian Romanian Uniate Church 
was uniquely national and members of the church hierarchy were primarily 
concerned with Romanian civil and social-political problems rather than 
with doctrine.

It must be mentioned that the Romanian Uniate Church has been 
proscribed since 19W ;  and it was a question of great concern to -me how 
such an institution became disestablished and forbidden in a country- 
where it had labored for the ostensible welfare of the people. In the 
years following 1948, there was much debate regarding-the national 
character of the Uniate Church, Some scholars regarded the Church as

'
anti-national while another element argued that this particular 
ecclesiastical institution had fostered national awareness. It was my 
conclusion that members of the Transylvanian Uniate Church strongly 
contributed to the development of Romanian cultural and political 
awareness.
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There harye Been few major studies regarding the'personalities 

which led the Uniate Church.. The monograph written about Bishop 
Inocentiu Micu (Klein) in 1900 "by the Uni ate priest Augustin Bunea is 
concise,but centers only upon the personality of the bishop; and the 
book, is somewhat apologetic as the author seeks to show the successful 
results of the Union, Using documents from the archives and libraries 
of Vienna and Budapest, Bunea offers a foundation for further develop
ment. Professor David Prodan discusses Inocentiu Micu in his.Supples 
Llbellus Valachorum,but presents the bishop as a passing element in the 
national struggle of the Transylvanians and as a contributor to the 
concept of the Romanian nation, Prodan used few documents, and these 
were primarily confined to the period of Maria Theresa’s reign.

The originality of my work is in my use of documents. These 
documents are known collectively as the Protocol of Inocentiu Micu 
Klein. To date they have not been examined or discussed in detail as 
Bunea was not given these documents for they were in the personal 
library of loan Micu Moldovanu, who withheld them from Bunea. I have 
attempted to classify and analyze the problem's discussed in these 
documents as well as to take into consideration the historical condi
tions of Transylvania. I seek to understand why Inocentiu dealt with 
certain problems rather than with others. I systematize his arguments 
and attempt to reach a conclusion regarding his impact upon .Transylvanian 
and Romanian history.

I owe a great debt of thanks to Professor David Prodan who 
assisted me greatly during"my stay abroad, as well as to Frederick. 
Kellogg who originally proposed me for the FulbrightvHays award, and
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most of all to my wife. Liana, whose support and patience have enabled 
me to complete this work.
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ABSTBACT

This thesis contains a discussion of the career of Inoeentiu 
Micu and the events preceding and surrounding his bishopric in 
eighteenth century Transylvania. The primary evidence utilized was 
the unpublished Protocol of Inoeentiu Micu also known by his German 
surname Klein. Austrian foreign policy following the Turkish defeat 
at Karlowitz in 1.699 involved attempts to encourage political and 
religious animosity between Transylvanian 'Hungarians and Romanians. 
Austria sought to encourage Romanian loyalty to the Habsburg House. To
do so, Leopold I and his Jesuit advisors sought to bring Transylvanian
Orthodox Romanians into the Catholic Church. Inoeentiu used these plans 
of the emperor to elevate politically and socially his Romanian 
countrymen as well as to create an educated Romanian class which would 
defend national interests. Thus, he waged a three-fold political fight 
in order to ease the position of the Uniate clergy, to create a richer 
and stronger Romanian nobility, and to obtain political recognition of 
all Romanians; regardless of social category.

Micu’s struggle for the emancipation of the Romanian nation in
Transylvania is an important moment in the chain of historical events 
that constitute the history- of the Transylvanian Romanians in early 
modern times.



CHAPTER I.

THE ROMAHIAZS AT THE DAWK OF THEIR 
HATIOHAL AFFIRMATION '

Times of Inocentiu Micu.. . r , ■ .
The study of Inocentiu Micu, Romanian Uniate Bishop of 

Transylvania, Baron of Sad, leads our steps in the intricate history 
of a long disputed and rich province in eighteenth century Europe, 
Transylvania. Micu, the man who. became the most significant 
political and religious leader in eighteenth century Transylvanian 
history, was born at a time of important historical change. He became 
important in the decades following the Austrian ascendancy in the 
principality, Micu, the major apologist for the Transylvanian Romanians 
during the first half of the eighteenth century, became the first 
Romanian to represent his nationality in Transylvania since the 
fourteenth; century. Micu was'a constant obtruder at the Habsburg 
Court, diligently appealing for an improvement in what he described as 
the deplorable condition of the Romanian "nation" in Transylvania. 
According to Micu, the "nation" was the entire Romanian populace of

2 oTransylvania and he contended that the "nation" should be "received."

1. David Prodan, Supplex Ljbellus Valachorum: The.Political 
Struggle of the Romanians in Transylvania During the l8th Century
(Bucharest: The Academy of the Socialist Republic of Romania, 1971),
p. 134. \

2. Ibid., p. 177-
3. Ibid., p. 147-

1



By "becoming a '’received" nation,' the Romanians would he allowed partici 
pation in the Transylvanian Diet together with, the Hungarians, Saxons, 
and Szeklers.

The political and religious atmosphere of Transylvania under?, 
went a substantial transformation following the Austrian victory over 
the Turks at "Vienna in 1683 and the Austrian capture of the citadel of 
Buda in l6§6. With, the peace treaty of Karlowitz in l6§9, Turkish 
suzerainty over Transylvania ended, Austrian expansion in the areas 
formerly under Turkish, sovereignty, like Transylvania, did not enhance 
sudden changes in those territories; yet the Austrian profoundly 
transformed Transylvanian and ecclesiastical institutions. The 
Viennese Court, aware of the tension "between the multi?national and 
multi?denominational population of Transylvania, sought to insure, 
political and religious stability in the newly acquired territory. As 
a devout Catholic, Leopold I chose Catholicism as a unifying element of 
the province; the Orthodox Christian Romanians, comprising two-thirds 
of the population of Transylvania, were to be encouraged to embrace 
Catholicism by Leopold’s economic promises^ issued in his diplomas, 
According to academician David Prodan’s research, Leopold I' hoped to 
obtain the religious sympathy of the majority of the inhabitants of the 
Principality of Transylvania, and he assumed that religious homogeneity 
would eventually encourage, upon the part of Romanians, political . 
loyalty to the Habsburg House. The emperor contended that the 
allegiance of the Romanian peasants to the Viennese court would

4. Ibid., p. 115.



counterpoise .the traditionally anti-Hahshurg orientation of the
' '■■■ ' ’ 5■ Transylvanian Hungarians and Saxons.

In order to understand Inocentiu Mieu and his demands for the 
political and social emancipation of the Romanian people of Transylvania, 
one must examine "briefly several historical movements and events of the 
preceding centuries. Following the Turkish seizure of the central 
Hungarian plains and of Buda in 15^1, the Turks continued their tradi
tional diplomacy of allowing political and religious toleration in the 
newly acquired territory. The Turks, in order to ensure payment of 
tribute by the Transylvanian people,; granted political autonomy to 
Transylvania. From the middle of the sixteenth to the end of the 
seventeenth century, Transylvania was a principality governed, by native 
princes who were elected by the Diet. These princes governed 
Transylvania without Turkish interference and the Ottoman Sultan 
expected only the annual tribute of gold, silver, and salt. The prince 
was required merely to submit himself to the Turkish sultan for 
investiture. During the Principality, Protestant propaganda was not only 
permitted but encouraged by the prince.^ Hungarian nobles and magnates 
converted to Protestantism as a sign of their desire for Transylvanian 
independence and in protest against the Habsburg attempts to Catholicize 
them.

5. Ibid., p. 11V.
6. Georgie Baripiu, Parti Alese din Istori1 a Transilvanjej: 

Pre'Doua Sute de Ani din Urma (Sibiu: Drotleff and Kraft, 18891,
I, p. 131. ■



The Protestant Initiative and the Orthodox Res'ponse
The Hahshurg desire to establish Catholicism in Transylvania at

the close of the seventeenth, century was met with the strong opposition
of the Protestant Hungarian nobility, . During the reign of the prince
Janos II Sigismund Zapolya of Transylvania, the Diet of Sibiu in 1566 .
abrogated all laws prohibiting the teaching of Lutheran and Calvinist
doctrines. The conditions of the Roman Catholic Church in
Transylvania further deteriorated in the sixteenth, century when the

TCalvinist prince of Transylvania confiscated ecclesiastical lands.
By resolution thirty-seven of the 1566 Sibiu Diet, a Calvinist 
superintendent was appointed by the prince to manage the ecclesiastical 
administration of the Romanian Orthodox Church in Transylvania. The 
Diet then resolved that resistance to the superintendent would be 
regarded as political treason and that the publication of a Roman 
Catholic catechism would be viewed as an act of defiance by the 
Transylvanian government. The measures of the Diet of 1566 were 
preceded by the proclamation.for religious toleration of 1557 in which 
the adherents of the Calvinist and Lutheran creeds in Transylvania 
were permitted to worship without fear of governmental interference. • 
For Protestants, Transylvania in the sixteenth century offered an 
atmosphere of religious toleration; during the principality of Janos II 
Sigismund Zapolya, the Lutherans were officially recognized in 15^5 and

7, Ibid., p. 130,
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8the Calvinists in 1562. Calvinist control of the. Orthodox Church was

further strengthened, in Transylvania following .the Diet of Turda in
1568. This Diet resolved that the Calvinist superintendent was free to

9preach, the Gospel. The members of the Diet forbade future clandestine
communication between the Orthodox priests and Romanian peasants, which '
■. - ■ ■ ■was directed against the office of the superintendent,

Hungarian Calvinists wished to loosen the ecclesiastical "bond
which tied the Romanians to their Orthodox creed, and hoped to
persuade the Romanians.into the acceptance of Protestantism hy offering.
material incentives. The Diet of Turda in 1569 exemplifies the
Hungarian desire when, in order to encourage them to accept Calvinism,
it promised the Romanians who converted to the Reformed Church one

10dale or one haystack of wheat; few Romanians, however, accepted this 
,bribe. Resolution thirty of the 1571 Diet stated that the Romanian
peasants, who accepted the Calvinist creed, were to receive a tax reduc-

11 • tion; they would he taxed only one florin per year by the super-
intendent, - instead of the previous taxes paid in goods or money which
were superior in value to one florin. But deeply rooted in the
tradition of their Orthodox faith, the Romanians could not he induced

■ to abjure their church. In the same year of 1571» the Diet passed a

8, Harold W. V. Temperley, "introductory Essay on the Earlier 
History' of Hungary-,11 in Henry Marczaii, Hungary' In the ’Eighteenth 
Century (Cambridge-: The University Press, 19101, p, xliii,

9, Baritiu. Parti Alese, p, 130.
10, Ibid,, p. 131,
11, Ibid.



law permitting the free exercise of four religions in Transylvania: the
Roman Catholic and the three religions born from the Protestant
Reformation: Lutheran,. Calvinist, and Unitarian. This decree of the
1571 Diet mitigated the influence of Catholicism in Transylvania by
allowing the propagation of Protestant doctrine.

Catholicism, although legally allowed in sixteenth century
Transylvania, was losing ground with Hungarians as Calvinism gained.
Hungarians came to identify Catholicism as an alien denomination.
During the sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries, Calvinism became the
creed identified with the independent and autonomous Principality of
Transylvania because it stood in opposition to the Catholic Habsburgs
who wished to encroach upon Transylvanian sovereignty. However, prior
to the sixteenth, century, most Hungarians were members of the Roman
Catholic Church.

Rearing Romanians would politically gravitate to Wallachia,
12Calvinist Hungarians sought to weaken Orthodoxy in Transylvania. The

policy of the Hungarian Calvinists Was to isolate the Transylvanians.
from their Orthodox co-nationals in the Principality of Wallachia. The
Transylvanian Hungarians desired to sever the ecclesiastical affinity
between the Transylvanian Romanians and those living in Wallachia,
because the Hungarian Calvinists feared that the Romanians would seek
not only ecclesiastical guidance from the Wallachian metropolitan but

13also political inspiration... The Transylvanian Romanians might, as

12, Ibid., p, 133.
13, Ibid., p. 134.



the Hungarians had, feared for centuries, seek unity with Wallachia and
form an enlarged state which would he a threat to the Principality of 

■ . ' l UTransylvania. The Hungarians knew that the Romanians, composing the 
majority of the population of Transylvania, lacked a nucleus for politi
cal organization. Romanians were not represented in the Diet; they had 
no access to public office, and lacking ah educated aristocracy, they 
had few capable leaders, The only institution which provided guidance 
for the Romanians was the Orthodox Church. This Church was the sole 
institution with which the Romanians could identify. Orthodoxy, through 
the centuries had become characteristically national. The saints and 
holy days varied in each Orthodox Church. For example, the Romanian 
Orthodox saints were not the same as the saints of the Russian, 
Bulgarian, and Serbian Orthodox. The sacraments of the Church were 
bound to the Orthodox Romanian tradition and the Transylvanian Romanians
felt an ecclesiastical kinship with their Transalpine brothers in

15 ‘Wallachia. It is- from this incentive that the Hungarians wished to
induce the Transylvanian Romanians into the acceptance of Calvinism.
A Protestant majority, residing in an independent and autonomous
Principality, composed of Calvinist Hungarians and Romanians would offer
a defense against Catholic penetration from the northwest and Orthodox

l6infiltration from the south. Thus, the Protestant princes of 

Ik. Ibid.
; 15., Teodor PKcatian, Cartea de Aur: Luptele Politics Rationale

ale Romlmilor de sub Coroana (Sibiu: Iosif Marschall, 1904], I, 51.
l6. Baritiu. Parti Alesa, p. 125.



Transylvania and the members of the Diet formed a common-front of
interest against their adversaries, the.Catholic Austrians and the
Orthodox Romanians of Wallaehia.

■ The Transylvanian Romanians clung stubbornly to their Orthodox
creed; the Church provided, through tradition, a cultural and spiritual

ITfoundation for the Romanian people. In an attempt to mitigate the 
influence of the- Orthodox Church, the seat of the Orthodox Metropolitan 
Bishop of Transylvania was left vacant upon the death of the bishop in 
1564 by order of the Diet, The vacancy was filled in 1567 by the 
Hungarian Calvinist superintendent, who became the dominant ecclesiasti
cal personality in Transylvania. Realizing that the Romanians were not 
accepting the Calvinist creed, the superintendent took drastic measures 
to Calvinize the Romanian Orthodox Church. He declared from his resi
dency in Alba Xulia that, in Transylvania, the Romanians would no longer 
be allowed to venerate their saints in public or during Orthodox Church 
services, that icons no longer be. used in public religious processions, 
and that the Slavonic liturgy be replaced by a Romanian liturgy. The 
incentive for the Romanian liturgy, introduced in the sixteenth century
together with, the holy books and catechisms printed in Romanian with

18Cyrillic letters in the seventeenth century, was pedagogic. The 
Orthodox catechisms printed in Romanian were infiltrated with Calvinist 
doctrine; the ca.techisms printed in Alba lull a, the residence of the 
Hungarian superintendent, expressed Calvinist contentions concerning the

. 17, Prodan, Supplex Libellus Yalachorum, p, 123.
18. Pacatian, Cartes de Aur, I, p.. 9 .
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sacraments; for example. Holy communion was to "be administered only to
adults and not as in the Orthodox tradition to the children. By
printing the catechism in Romanian, the few literate Romanians could
obtain formal religious instruction. The l6b3 Orthodox catechisms,
published under Calvinist supervision, were the first ones to circulate
among the people. The Hungarian superintendent hoped that this new
catechism, penetrated with Calvinist ideas, would motivate Romanians to
accept the Reformed Church.

The Metropolitan of the. Orthodox Church in Wallachia was not
pleased about the dominance of the Calvinist superintendent over the ■

19Orthodox faithful in Transylvania. So in 157-8, the Metropolitan of
Wallachia installed an Orthodox bishop in the town of -Tfrgoviste whose
jurisdiction included the Romanians of Transylvania. The bishopric at
-Tirgovi^te was established to balance the Hungarian-Calvinist control of
the Transylvanian Orthodox Church and to promote Romanian ecclesiastical
affinity with their Wallachian brothers. The Metropolitan of Bucharest
encouraged Transylvanian Romanians to glance southward for ecclesiastic
cal guidance. But, the Calvinist government, fearing the possible
influence of the bishopric at Tirgovigte, reversed its ecclesiastical
position of 1564 and permitted the Transylvania Orthodox clergy to elect
their own bishop in 1579* This Orthodox bishop was subject only to the

20consent and approval of the prince and superintendent. However, the
Transylvanian bishops would not. receive the necessary approval of the

19,. Bar it in, RUrti Alese, p. 138,
20. Ibid., p. 139* .
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Calvinist prince and superintendent unless they were sympathetic to the
Calvinist cause, in the process of the election, the hishop was to be
chosen by the protopopes; immediately after the selection, he was
approved or rejected by the Calvinist superintendent and Transylvanian
prince. Following approval, the new bishop went to Bucharest for
ordination by the Metropolitan. The Calvinists, sensing the threat of
Tirgoyiste, allowed the Transylvania clergy to elect their own bishop
hoping that the allegiance of the Transylvanian Orthodox would go to a
bishop of their own province rather than to the bishopric of Wallachia.
However, the Transylvanian Orthodox identified with the bishopric at
Tfrgoviste rather than the Calvinist sympathizing bishop in Alba lulia.

While the Orthodox were reluctant to accept a Calvinist
hierarchy in their Church, the Catholics faced an even more difficult
ecclesiastical situation from the Calvinist offensive. This situation
is evident in the expulsion of the Jesuits from Transylvania in 1588 by
the decrees of the Diet of Medias.. From 1588 to the last decade of the
seventeenth, century, the only Catholic prelates to be found in
Transylvania were the priests? assigned to administer the sacraments- to
the aristocratic families of Transylvania, and few of them maintained

21their allegiance to Catholicismj the majority accepted the Calvinist
creed. The Calvinist prince expelled the secular and monastic Catholic
clergies from Transylvania, fearing that their prelates would encourage

22fidelity to the Catholic Habsburgs. The Eabsburgs were the staunch

21, Temperley, "Introductory Essay," p. xliii,
22, Bari^iu, Parti' Alese, p, 133.
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enemies of an independent and Protestant Transylvania. The Diet of
1590, further, proscribed all Catholic catechisms and parochial schools
in Transylvania in its attempt of keeping the Catholic ideological
instruments of instruction from the people.

The Orthodox Romanians.likewise, simultaneously suffered from
the provisions of the kledias Diet of 1588. The members of the Diet
declared that the Orthodox protopopes were prohibited from visiting the

23lorded estates without the permission of the landlord., Hungarian 
landlords felt that the appearance of devout protopopes on the estates
might kindle an Orthodox reaction by the peasants against the Calvinist

24 ,hierarchy. The landlords feared the interference of Orthodox clerics
because in a fanatical moment of religious frenzy the Orthodox peasants
could be induced to revolt against the gentry, in the name of Orthodoxy;
such an event did occur in the seventeenth century when the peasants,
under the influence, of a Serbian monk named Sari, revolted against their
landlords.

The Orthodox, in the seventeenth century, witnessed a further 
encroachment upon their ecclesiastical liberties by the Calvinists, In 
1643, the Metropolitan Bishop of Transylvania was compelled by the 
members of the Diet to recognize its decrees regarding the existence of 
the Orthodox Church, under the Hungarian Calvinist superintendent Gelei. 
Although from 156? Romanian was used in the church services, the 
superintendent officially proclaimed Romanian to be the liturgical

23. Ibid.
24. Ibid,
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2s :language in 1643.. Protestant hymns were to he sung at Orthodox

hurials after 16439 and, furthermore, no crosses or icons were to 
appear at funerals * In the decrees of 1643, the Orthodox Church was 
obliged to convoke a yearly synod subject to Calvinist supervision. The 
Orthodox hishop,. likewise, was forbidden to dismiss any priest without 
the approval of the superintendent, Gelei contended that the Orthodox
bishop would depose priests who might, by chance,, have Protestant, . 26leanings.

In the sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries, the Protestants 
dominated ecclesiastical institutions of Transylvania and, although, the 
Calvinists changed the structure of the Transylvanian Orthodox Church, 
they did hot touch, the intimate devotion of the Romanian people to their 
Orthodox Church.

Austrian Expansion ,and Administration

When the Turks made their final assault on Vienna in 1683, many
27Hungarian nobles fought in the ranks of the Turkish army. Hungarians, 

viewing the Sultan as a supporter of Transylvanian autonomy and as an 
ally against the Habsburg Court, preferred the presence of the Moslem 
Turks in Europe to the Catholic Habsburgs who wished to incorporate the 
.province into the Austrian.empire. Nevertheless, with, the Turkish 
failure to take Vienna in 1683, Leopold Habsburg emerged as the victor 
and the Austrian armies gradually forced .the Sultan to withdraw his

25, Ibid., p, 139.
2 6. IMd,, p, 130.
27- Temperley, "introductory Essay," p. liy.
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forces from the Pannonian plain of central Hungary. With the Turkish
withdrawal, Austrians sought to establish their influence in areas

28formerly under Turkish, sovereignty,' including Transylvania. The
Hahshurgs declared from Vienna that the Crown of Hungary was no longer 
elective, hut hereditary in the House of Hahsburg. Transylvanian 
independence, long jealously guarded by the Hungarian Protestant 
nobles, succumbed with the Turkish evacuation of Hungary. The Habsburgs 
decided that the,former Principality should be returned, to the 
Hungarian Crown; this position signified that Transylvania would, in' 
reality, be under Austrian control, Leopold X, adhering to the pro
visions. of his 1691 diploma, did not wish however to alienate his newly 
acquired province.^ He realized that the Habsburgs were not popular 
with the Hungarian nobles and the members of the Diet which had formerly 
controlled the Principality.

Leopold, attempting to placate the Hungarian nobles and Diet, 
issued the Diploma Leopoldlnium in 1691, The emperor felt that he 
needed their support in Transylvania to cushion Turkish, attacks on the 
provinces which were located in the periphery of the empire. Thus, the 
diploma confirmed existing laws, rights, and privileges, both civil and 
religious, for Magyars, Saxons, and Szeklers in Transylvania.
Under the Hungarian Crown, the Transylvanian Diet continued to function 
and be composed of representatives of the Hungarian, Saxon, and 
Szekler peoples, This diploma confirmed the legal existence and the

28, Ibid., pp. Ivii-lviii. 
2$. Ibid., p. Ivii.



liberties of the Roman Catholic, Lutheran, Calvinist, and Unitarian
denominations in Transylvania. This, diploma ignored the Romanian

populace of Transylvania and their Orthodox creed;- the reason behind
this omission will be discussed further herein. Leopold promised to

appoint native Transylvanians to all government bureaus as well as to

allow the governor’s office to be filled by an official elected by the
Diet, subject only to the approval of the Viennese Court. Nevertheless,

Leopold I insisted that the situation of Catholicism in Transylvania .
be improved. In his diploma-, the emperor declared that Catholic schools,

seminaries, and churches must be restored. Leopold required that the
Transylvanian Court, the Tabula ludiciara, composed of twelve judges,"

was to have four Catholic representatives in this judicial body. Roman
Catholics were to occupy one^fourth of the seats- in the court and the

Protestants were to retain - eight seats. Leopold further negated the

centuries old decree of the "golden bull" given by King Andra's of

-Hungary in 1222 to the nobles of Hungarian origin. The thirteenth.

century decree allowed the nobles to pursue their economic and

political interests without the interference of the king, The emperor

declared this decree as void in his l6gl diploma, because he did not

want the Transylvanian nobles to impede his centralizing objective in
the former Principality of establishing Austrian preponderance. Yet,

Leopold respected the major traditions and institutions in Transylvania
30by allowing the continued convocation of the Diet.

30. Paca^ian, Cartea.de Aur, I, p; 22.
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Governing circles of Vienna desired to oltain a Catholic 

majority in Transylvania and, like the Hungarian Calvinists of the 

preceding century, the Hahshurgs sought the conversion of the Romanians 

to Calvinism. The Hungarians had worked for the conversion of the 

Romanians to Calvinism because they desired a Protestant alliance 

against the Catholic Hahshurgs. On the other hand, Austrian policy was 
directed against the Hungarian separatists. Catholic Austrians and 
Protestant Hungarians vied for the ecclesiastical allegiance of the 

Romanians. The Romanians were again the object.of an ecclesiastical 

competition in the eighteenth century, as they had been in the previous 

two centuries. By luring the Romanians to Catholicism and creating a 

Catholic plurality in Transylvania, the Habsburg forces hoped to hinder 

a popular Protestant insurrection in Transylvania. A militant 

Protestant movement against Austria would have little success without 
the participation of Calvinized Romanians; the Hahshurgs were deter

mined to prevent the rupture of. such a potential insurrectionist 
Situation,

The Hahshurgs identified the major Protestant mistake in the 

Calvinists8 attempt to convert the Romanians to their belief; the 

Hungarians attempted to assimilate the Orthodox Romanians in the 

Calvinist Church without offering incentives to expedite the conversion. 

The Hungarians proselytized amongst Romanians without proposing in

centives, such, as offered by the Roman Catholic Church; these incentives 

will be discussed in detail in Chapter II of this thesis. The 

Calvinists offered the Transylvanian Romanians a church dominated and



controlled by.an official, who issued decrees circumscribing the
31existence of Orthodoxy in Transylvania. .

The Habsburg policy responded to the fervent desire of the 

Romanians for national and political recognition in Transylvania and 
the long desired social emancipation. According to this policy, the 
Romanians who accepted union with the Roman Catholic Church, would 

receive the political and social benefits ascribed to all Roman 

Catholic inhabitants of Transylvania. In accepting Catholicism, the 
Romanians would he given the religious and political privileges 

reserved for the Catholic population of the province, Leopold I, 

however, was aware that the Transylvanian Hungarians would ob.j ect to 
Romanian political representation in the Transylvanian government,
Such an alteration in the political system of the province would 

threaten the fundamental feudal privileges of the Hungarian landlords; 

the Romanians would use their privilege of representation in the Diet 

to ease the economic exploitation of the Hungarian nobles. This 
explains why the emperor promised the Romanians political and national 

representation; but, the Habsburgs were not able to enforce this 
representation upon the Hungarians and Saxons who controlled the Diet. 

The promoting of.Romanian interests Would jeopardize material collabora? 

tion on the part of the Transylvanian Diet with the Throne, Austrian 

policies were rarely openly anti-Hungarian. Throughout the eighteenth 

century, the Habsburg monarchs depended upon the support of the 

Hungarian nobles and Saxon merchants who provided Vienna with financial

31, Baritiu, P&rti Alese, p. 139•



and military contributions. Furthermore, it was in Austrian interests
to keep the Hungarians and Romanians mutually antagonistic. As
Hungarians and Romanians quarreled over Romanian representation in the

32Diet, Austria transgressed Transylvanian autonomy.
In confronting Hungarian attempts to obstruct their political 

and national representation in Transylvania, the Romanians had the

support of the Viennese Court as we will see in the career of Inocen^iu
33 .Mien. But, the Austrians rarely supported Romanian desires at the

expense of completely alienating the nobility of Transylvania. 
Eighteenth century Austrian foreign policy regarding Transylvania 
focused upon a mechanism of securing Romanian allegiance to the 
Habsburgs and, at the same time, maintaining a delicate equilibrium 
between Romanian demands for national representation and the tradi
tional interest of the Hungarian oligarchy.

Social, Economic, and National Background 
When examining the events and personalities of the sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries, it is important to point out how deeply the 
economic, social, and political conditions influenced the changes which 
occurred in the lives of the Transylvanian Romanians in the eighteenth, 
century. To understand Inocentiu and the controversy produced by his 
proposals at the Viennese Court and in the Transylvanian Diet in the 
first half of the eighteenth century, it.is necessary to consider the

32. Augustin Bunea, Din Istoria Romanilor: Episcopul loan 
Inocentiu Klein 1728-1751 (Bla|: Tipografia Seminariului Archidiescesan 
Greco-Catholic , 190.0 Is P*. -6.5«.

33. Ibid., p. 32.
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economic conditions, of the preceding centuries, The economic system in 
Transylvania was feudal in the mid-eighteenth century., The Romanians.9
as the other non-noble inhabitants of Transylvania, were bound by the

\ - . - . - laws which required the payment of taxes, services in the military, and
34work, in the fields,. The Romanian delivered corvee 9 the mandatory 

labor by the peasants for the landlords. Romanians9 along with Magyar 
and Saxon peasants9 were forced to fulfill their economic and social 
obligations to their lords. It must be understood that in Transylvania 
there were Magyar as well as Romanian peasants. The Magyar 
peasants had feudal obligations as did their Romanian counterparts.
But Romanian peasants were subject to exploitation because they.did not 
have a nobility to protect3 •defend9 and represent them in Transylvanian 
political institutions 3 as did Hungarian peasants.

A major economic concern for eighteenth century Romanians was 
that of the dijma. The dijma was originally a tax, paid by the 
'Hungarian and German peasants to their priests, equivalent to one-tenth 
the goods that the peasant obtained from working the land. The 
Romanians before the middle of the seventeenth century did not pay the 
dijma because the Orthodox were not required to support their priests 
through this tax. The dijma tax was secularized by the Approbatae 
Constituttones in 1653. (part 3 9 article 2, part 5i;~^ the tax became a

34, Ibid., p. 42.
35, Inocen^iu Micu (Blaj ) to- Carol VI (Vienna). 1735? Protocolul 

lUX Inocen^iu Micu Klein; "Fondul Blaj , Arhivele Statuliu (Cluj)’, Sectia 
Manuscrise, Section 659 pp. 63-68, Letter Q; hereinafter cited as P1MK, 
FB, AS, SM. d. 265.
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"Basic obligation and was surrendered to the landlords. The Romanians 
had not been previously bound by this obligation; but when the di.ima was 
secularized, Romanian peasants were required to deliver the di.ima tax 
to the landlords. The Protestant clergy now.received one^fourth of the 
di.ima; that is a quart a of the goods of the tax. The di,jma or quart a 
was not presented to the Orthodox priests, because in■1653 when a code 
known as the Approbatae Constitutiones was issued, the Romanian creed 
was legally regarded as "tolerated," The Approbatae Constitutlones 
reaffirmed an earlier.decree issued in 1595 by the Transylvanian Diet 
which, stated that the Roman Catholic faith and the three Protestant 
denominations would be recognized as the "received" religions of 
Transylvania, Inasmuch as the Romanian creed was only tolerated and 
not legally received in the Transylvanian constitution, Romanian 
Orthodox priests were not allowed to receive the same di.ima or quarta 
payments as did the Catholic and Protestant clergy. Although Romanians 
willingly paid the di.jma to their landlords, they objected because the 
landowners gave the quarta to the Protestant and Catholic priests, and 
not to the Orthodox clergy. Romanian Orthodox priests thus depended for 
their income upon additional donations from poor Romanian peasants. The 
situation was particularly grave in the area known as the Konigsboden, 
in southern Transylvania, inhabited predominantly by Germans, where the 
Romanians completely supported the Lutheran ministers. Three-fourths of 
the dljma presented to officials in the Konigsboden was given to the 
Lutheran ministers and the other one-fourth went to the royal treasury.

36. Bunea, Din Istoria Rom&iilor, p. 43.
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The dijma was a generalized system of taxation in the Konigsboden, in 

the Transylvanian counties, and in the lands of the royal fiscality; the 
tax, offered in goods or in money, had to be one-tenth of the produce 
harvested by the peasants. ' This one-tenth went to the landlords in the 
counties, to the imperial family in the Konigsboden, and to the imperial 

treasury in the case of the fiscal lands. In the fiscal lands, some of 

the dijmas were rented. Rented dijma were known as dijme. arendatijie 
signifying that the government leased the dijma to wealthy landowners 

or important Transylvanian officials. The renters paid a fixed amount 
of money to the government in return for the privilege of collecting 
the dijma from a specific area.

The Romanian Orthodox priests were forced, due to the lack of
37a sufficient income, to work alongside peasants on the estates. The 

only income which these priests received, outside donations from the 

peasants, was the stola.- The stola was a salary based upon fees 

priests received for the administration of the sacraments. Outside the 

stola, the Orthodox priest had no other means of income. The Orthodox 

clergy was forced, as were Romanian peasants, to pay naule tax for the 

use of bridges and the custom tax of the tellonia. Although Romanian 

peasants were required to mine and transport salt, their Orthodox 

priests were not given the salt gratis as were the priests of the 
received religions. Furthermore, Romanians, regardless of profession, 

were required to provide the landlords and nobles with special gifts 

known as honorarium; yet, the Magyar and Saxon ministers were not

37. Ibid., p. 86.



' . ■ ■■ ' ' ' ' . ■■ ■ . .21 required to offer the honorarium as were the Orthodox priests.
Moreover, Romanian priests and peasants were required to hillet
imperial army troops in their private homes. Billeting was expected of
Romanian and Magyar peasants alike; "but the Magyar and German priests
were not required to quarter troops in their homes, as were the
Romanian priests, Another feudal- obligation was the earausie; this was
the transport of produce for the landlord. The cMrangle was required
of Hungarian, German, and Romanian peasants. The Romanians objected
that their priests were required to perform caraugie, while the Catholic
and Protestant clergy were exempt from this obligation.

What the priests of the Orthodox confession desired was a 
decent and honorable means of living which would exempt them from 
peasant labor. Thus, they desired the receiving of the dijma, the 
quarta, sessio, and capetli• The priests wished to obtain the capetii 
which was a contribution in goods paid by the peasants for the 
maintenance of the priest. If the priests did not receive dijma, 
quarta, or capetii,. they requested that the imperial government grant
them sessio which, was an external fund that is land on the outskirts of

38a village whose produce was.taken by the Romanian peasants and priests, 
Romanian priests also desired to obtain, as the clergy of the other 
Transylvanian denominations, permission for the construction of their 
churches within city walls. The existence of Romanian Orthodox churches 
was not permitted in the Transylvanian towns. The provisions of the 
Diet of 1551 confined residency in Transylvanian towns to persons of

38. Ibid,, p. k3.
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Magyar and.Saxon blood. Romanians were excluded from Transylvanian 
towns, no doubt owing to Hungarian and German fear that Romanians would 
provide competition in commercial trades and mercantile occupations,

In the KSnigsboden, the Romanians were not subject to serfdom,
but enjoyed the same status as the Saxons who settled there in the
fourteenth. - century to defend the southern boundaries of the province
against the Turkish, and Tatar invasions. The Romanians' favorable
position was•continually encroached upon by Saxon feudal lords.
Romanian peasants, though free, were obliged to pay taxes and serve in
the military forces. They were forbidden to fish in the rivers, graze

39their cattle in mountainous areas, and use the forests. The Saxons 
considered them their tenants and subject to the payment of tithes to 
the Lutheran Church. The Germans living in the towns of the Konigsboden 
prohibited the Romanians from joining their merchant guilds; thus, 
Romanians could not become handicraftsmen and were confined to agrarian 
occupations. 'Furthermore, on the Konigsboden, Romanians were obliged to 
offer four days of work in coryie to the landlord, rather than the 
traditional two days.

Romanians were denied participation and representation in the 
Diet of Transylvania because their "nation'1' was not recognized poli*- 
tically in the province., To understand the concept of nation and its 
evolution in Transylvania, it is helpful to examine the Fraternal Union 
of lk3-7•. The origins of the Fraternal Union are to be found in the • 
peasant revolt of lk37 when the Magyar and Romanian peasants rebelled

39- Ibid., p. b2.



against their landlords.- Their revolt stemmed from the landowners' 
encroachment upon the liberty of the peasants'. Following the suppress, 
sion of the rebellion, the Hungarian nobles, Saxons, and Szeklers con
cluded an agreement in which they promised loyalty to the Crown of 
Hungary and reciprocal assistance if peasant revolts occurred in the 
future; the peasants were regarded as the adversaries. In an ethnic-
territorial sense, the nobles, Saxons, and Szeklers were considered as

lj.0nations. Before further attention is given to the ethnic-territorial 
meaning of nation, a definition of nobility is necessary. Mobility 
signified" a social class. Most of the nobles were Magyar, and they 
resided in the counties; the Saxons lived in southern Transylvania on 
the-KSnigsboden, the Szeklers in eastern Transylvania on the Scaune.
Thus, it is correct to refer to the three groups forming the compact 
in. lij-37 as nations in the ethnic-territorial sense. As nations, these 
ethnic groups possessed social privileges, representation, offices, and 
honors in the Principality of Transylvania. In the ethnic-rterritorial 
aspect of the term nation, the fifteenth century nobility was the 
nation, excluding the peasants. By the eighteenth century, the concept 
of the word nation would change radically implying a homogeneous ethnic 
group living in a common geographic area, developing a Unitarian culture 
in a continuous process and historical development. This modern concept 
of nation, unlike the feudal Transylvanian concept of nation, implies no 
class differentiation. This point is vital in order to understand the 
innovative contribution of Inocen^iu Micu's view of the Romanian nation.

40, Prodan, Supplex Libellus Yalachorum, pp. 65—66,
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Xnocentiu Mien's aim was to raise the Romanians to the status of a 

fourth political nation in Transylvania, participating equally in the 
Diet with the Hungarian, Saxon, and Szekler nations.

The nation of nobles, by the sixteenth century, became 
identified in the ethnic sense with the Hungarian nobles. Romanian 

nobles who wished to be considered members of the nation of the nobles 

adopted the Catholic faith and Hungarian language. There were hence
forth few. native speaking Romanian nobles, the majority of them being

. • Liassimilated into the Hungarian nobility. ' The Hungarians desired the 

establishment of their nation.in the ethnic sense to compliment the 

Saxon and Szekler ethnic nations. By the sixteenth century, the nation 

of nobles had become ethnically Hungarian. - The Romanians, lacking a 

nobility in modern time's, were excluded from government participation; 

but they were an ethnic nation„ sharing common social origins, language, 

and religion.
This brief account of economic, social, and political aspects 

of Transylvania in the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth, centuries 

clarifies the position the Transylvanian Romanians found themselves in 

the eighteenth century. In their struggle the first star of the 

Transylvanian national barricades was Bishop Inocentiu Mien,

4l, Ibid., p. 73.



CHAPTER II

THE UHIOE WITH ROME

TB.e Transylvanian Romanian Orthodox Church, united with the
Roman Catholic Church at the end of the seventeenth century. This union
was not 9 however, inspired only hy a desire to "bring together the two
"branches of Christendom separated since the eleventh, century. Union was
not meant to "be an end in itself 9 hut the means to accomplish, political
and national aims.

Union was not the result of a smooth historical phenomenon; it
was initiated with an unexplicit Investigation requested hy the 

1Imperial Court. Because of the success of the Protestants 9 seven
Jesuit priests went to Transylvania with the aim of reestablishing

2Catholicism in the province. The Catholic Hahshurgs did not want a
Protestant party in Transylvania which would challenge the dictates of 

3the Court. The Jesuits quickly perceiving the weakness in the 
Calvinist program of bringing the Romanians into their denomination, 
promised incentives to those who would accept Catholicism. The overall 
conclusion of these investigations was that a Catholicizing of

1. Baritiu, Parti Alese, p. 128.
2, Ibid., p. 155.

' - 3, Ibid., p. 127-
b. Ibid. 9 p. l68..

'
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Transylvania Romanians was possible owing to. national and economic
oppression9 as well as a lack of ■understanding of the Romanian Orthodox
by the Protestants.

Consequently, the first step in the Catholicization of the
Transylvanian Romanians was introduced by the Viennese Court. From
1692 to 16989 the focus of the conversion plan fell upon the per^
sonality of the Romanian Bishop of Transylvania, Teofil. He had been
nominated as metropolitan in 1692 and took an oath to respect the
ecclesiastical control of the Calvinist superintendent over the
Orthodox Church of Transylvania. Teofil, however, sought the liberation
of his church from Calvinist jurisdiction, and hoped Leopold I would

5support tKe Romanian cause. Hence it appears that the Romanian
acceptance of Catholicism, represented only the exchange in the dominance
of one denomination for.another over the Orthodox faithful of 

6Transylvania, However, Leopold offered a favorable stimulus to the 
Romanians in order to expedite their acceptance of Catholicism. By the 
provision's of the First Leopoldine Diploma in 1699, the Romanian clergy 
who accepted the Union were to receive the long desired di.jma, as well 
as exemptions from transportation and market taxes, and from the 
jurisdiction of laic tribunals. These privileges were available to the . 
clergy of the Latin rite; with the acceptance of the Union, the Uniate 
Romanian clergy were to receive these immunities. The emperor and his

5- Ibid. , p. .165.
6. Silviu Dragomir, ’’Din Trecutul Bisericii, Hoastre Romlnii 

din Transllyanla si. Unirea cu. Bi.serica Romei," Biserica Orthbddxa,. LXXX 
(September-October 1 9 . 6 2 p. 86L.
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Jesuit advisors felt that the clergy should he converted first; and, if
the Union were successful amongst the clerics, the people would follow -
because they trusted their priests. ' Within two years it became evident,
however, that Romanian laymen were not following their priests in the
acceptance of the Union because of the laic religious conservatism which
bound the people to the religion of their ancestors. 'Therefore, the
emperor issued in 1701 the Second Leopoldine Diploma which stated that
laymen who accepted the Union would be considered as belonging to the
Catholic population of Transylvania and would be granted the privileges

7entitled to the Roman Catholic inhabitants of Transylvania, Uniate
Romanian laymen would, henceforth, be free to use the rivers and forests
for hunting, to establish trade guilds in the larger Transylvanian
towns, and to present the di.jma tax to the Romanian Uniate priests

8rather than to Protestant ministers.
Teofil concluded that the proper moment for the liberation 

of his church from Calvinist control had arrived, as a Calvinist 
Hungarian prince was no longer ruling Transylvania and actual

' 9power in the province fell upon the Catholic Habsburg, Leopold I,"
Thus, in the Synod of 1697» Teofil described the conditions under which
the Romanian Orthodox were forced to subsist during the dictatorship of

10the Calvinist superintendent t He complained that Orthodox

7. Pacatian, Cartea de Aur, I, $0,
8. Ibid.
9;. Baritiu, Parti Alese, p. 166.
10. Ibid.



ecclesiastical looks were interpolated with heresy5 and that Romanians
were encouraged to ignore the fasts and to eat meat on Wednesday and
Friday. Expressing the grievances of the Romanians, the Orthodox
Mshop. stated that his people were discouraged "by the Calvinists from
venerating the holy icons and that priests were tried "by laic tribunals

11composed of CalYini.sts, Furthermore, in the Synod of l697» Teof'il.
described the condition of the Romanian priests, who were considered

12serfs by the landlords and forced to work, in the fields. Hoping that
Leopold I would free the Romanians from their tolerated status, Teofil
declared that the Transyivanian Orthodox Church would unify with the
Roman Catholic Church. A synod was convoked in Alba lulia on March 20,
1697 and the members of the Orthodox clergy accepted the Union on the
condition that the rites and traditions of the Orthodox Church should
continue to prevail in the newly established Uniate Church.• The
Uniates were to retain the Julian Calendar, the use of the Romanian.
language in the liturgy, the fasts on Wednesday and Friday, plus a
married clergy. They were not, however, required to receive the
sacraments from the Roman Catholic priests, as the sacraments were to

lLbe considered valid only if administered by Uniate priests. Teofil 
stipulated in 1697 that his acceptance of Catholicism was contingent 
upon the retainment of the Orthodox ecclesiastical traditions and the

11, Ibid.
12, Ibid.
13, Ibid., p. 167,
14, Ibid.
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extension to the Romanian clergy of the social and political privileges

15of.the Latin clergy. If these demands were met, the "bishop would 
accept the four cardinal ecclesiastical points which separated 
Orthodoxy from Catholicism since the eleventh century: papal supremacy, 
the doctrine of Purgatory, the use of unleavened bread in the Eucharist, 
and the Filoque Clause of the Hicene Creed. The Eiloque Clause was 
introduced in the sixth century by the Council of Toledo, and stated 
that the Holy "Ghost proceeds from the Father , and the Son and not solely 
from the Father as is believed by the members of Orthodox Christendom."^

With the death of Teofil in July of 1.6979 Calvinist Hungarians 
sought the appointment of a new bishop who would be sympathetic to 
themselves and would negate the accords of Teofil's decision to unite 
the Transylvanian Romanian Orthodox Church with the Roman Catholic,
Atanasie Anghel was consecrated as the new Transylvanian Metropolitan 
Bishop in Bucharest by the Wallachi.an Metropolitan Teodosie on January 
lU, 1698. Atanasie satisfied the Calvinist Hungarians because he had 
been educated by the seventeenth century Orthodox catechisms: which had 
been influenced by Calvinist ideology. Metropolitan Teodosie, as well 
as the Calvinist Hungarians, hoped that the new Transylvanian bishop 
would denounce the Union and reunite .his church with the Orthodox. 
Hungarian Calvinists sought the reunification of the Transylvanian 
Romanians with the Orthodox Church because they feared that Romanians, 
sharing the same religious denomination as the Habsburgs, would form an

15. Dragomir, "Rominil din Transilvania si Unirea cu Biserica 
Romei,t? p. 884.

16. Baritiu. Parti Alese, p. l68.
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’ ITanti-Protestant union against the Calvinist Hungarians of Transylvania.

The hope of the Calvinists was that, if Atanasie returned to Orthodoxy,
the superintendent could reimpose his authority on the Romanian
Church.

Atanasie, however, was not subject to the approval of Teodosie
alone. Because Transylvania was a province of Austria, the' newly
consecrated Bishop needed confirmation "by the emperor "before he could

assume office in Alha- Pul la. Atanasie was caught "between the three
seats of executive power? the emperor, the Metropolitan of Bucharest,
and the Calvinist superintendent of Transylvania. It was Teodosie who
had consecrated Atanasie, "but the emperor was needed to confirm him, and
the Calvinists of Transylvania had actually recommended his name to
Teodosie in January of 1698. By 1698, the Romanian Church in
Transylvania had two alternatives, to submit again.to the Calvinist
Church, if Atanasie decided to return to Orthodoxy, or to accept the
Union as. agreed by- Teofii, Atanasie, however, was attracted to a

Uniate Church because" Leopold’s diplomas promised an improved material
19basis for the Uniate clergy. In exchange for the adoption of 

Catholicism, Romanian priests were to obtain the same privileges and 
rights as the Roman Catholic clergy. They were to obtain the dijma 
or quarta, as well as the use of forests for hunting and rivers for 
fishing, and ecclesiastical land for the construction of churches.

IT. Dragomir, "Rominii din Transilvania si Unirea cu Biserica 
Romei," p. 882. -

18. Baritiu, Parti Alese, p. 199•
19. Ibid., p. 184.
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. The Uni ate clergy and laymen had to rely upon the emperor for

support because the Protestants, who composed the majority of the Diet
of Transylvania, would not approve the desired exemptions. The
Protestant landlords and nobles despised the Union because it exempted
the Uniate priests from the payment of 8,000 florins, required by the

20magnates of the Orthodox priests. Thus, the members of the Diet 
complained that the Union disturbed the economy of the province by 
excluding large numbers of the Romanian clergy from the corvee, 
honorium, and taxes.

Until the fall of l6$8 the Romanians were a large but passive 
force subject to the mild, tempting, sometimes coercive action of both 
the Catholic Austrians and Protestant Hungarians. Atanasiers final 
agreement to the Union in Alba lubia on October 24, 1698, marks a 
transition point. Until October of 1698 the Romanians were a passive 
force, subject to Austrian and Hungarian pressures; the signing of the 
Union signified a three-fold equilibrium in Transylvanian politics. The 
three political forces were: the Diet consisting of Protestant nobles 
who wished to maintain the feudal privileges of the aristocrats, the 
Uniate Romanians who sought economic and national emancipation, and the 
powerful Habsburg monarchy, promoting Catholicism. To understand 
developments after the Union one must consider the complex, tightly 
interwoven relationship, determination, and interdependence of these 
separate forces, with the remaining two. A step made by one of the powers 
was: bound to proyoke a counter^responso from the remaining parties*.

20. Ibid., p. 207.
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Leopold I appointed the Hungarian Primate of Esztergom,

Leopold Cardinal Kollonich, as the director of the Tr an sylvan i ah Uniate
movement. Kollonich informed the Transylvanian Calvinists that any

attempt on their part to hinder the development of the -movement would
21he challenged hy the emperor. If the Calvinists sought to dis~

establish the Uni ate Church, Leopold I would order his military

supervisor for Transylvania, General Rabutin, to protect the Romanians.
Atanasie made a profession of his belief in the doctrines of papal

supremacy, •Purgatory, and the Filoque to Cardinal Kollonich and also

requested the cardinalf s. protection for the Uni ate s against the

Protestant Hungarians who wished to regain ecclesiastical control over
22the Transylvanian Romanian Church. Believing that request would be 

met, At anas ie convoked a synod in Alba lulia on October 7, 1698, and 
signed the document, written in Latin and Romanian, recognizing the 
Union. On October 24, 1698, another synod called again in Alba lulia 
by Atanasie accepted the Union on the condition that the material 
benefits promised by Leopold I to Teofil would be granted to the Uniate 
clerics.

The promise made by the emperor was, however, only verbal; no 

written contract had been offered to the Uniate bishop. Therefore in 

October, 1698, Atanasie requested the Habsburg emperor to issue an 
imperial diploma which would guarantee the exemptions promised to the 

Uniate clergy from billeting, tithes, and mandatory labor. Leopold I

21.. IMd. , p.. 186,
22. IMd,, p. 2lk.



did, in fact, confirm that privileges of the Latin clergy be extended to
Uniate priests. The emperor, however, also responded to demands of the
Transylvanian Protestants who requested that Romanian priests desiring
to become Calvinist should be extended the privileges of the ministers

23of this denomination. The Habsburg monarch could not afford to 
alienate the Calvinists because their members controlled the Diet.
The emperor also feared that the Transylvanian Calvinists might form a 
military alliance with the Turks, aimed at breaking Austrian control 
over the province and separating it from the Habsburg empire. Thus, 
Leopold I's program to bring Transylvanian Romanians into the fold of 
Catholicism included consideration of the Calvinist demand that the 
Calvinist Romanian clergy should be extended the same ecclesiastical 
exemptions as Roman Catholic clerics. On April lU, 1698, at the 
insistence of the members of the Diet, the emperor declared that the 
Romanian clergy who united with Protestant religions were to receive 
the same benefits as the Lutheran, Calvinist, and Unitarian ministers.^ 
Leopold 1 no doubt felt that he must recognize the liberty of the 
Romanian Orthodox clergy to unite with a Protestant religion because 
the Protestant members of the Diet would, otherwise, not ratify the 
imperial decree' establishing the Uniate Church in Transylvania,

When the (First Leopoldine Diploma was issued on February 16, 
1699, at the request of Atanasie, the emperor,stated that in exchange 
for the recognition of the four points Romanian priests of the Uniate•

23. Dragomir, "Rominii din Transilvania si Unirea cu Biserica 
Rome!," p. 912.

2k. Ibid,
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25rite were to receive the privileges of the Roman Catholic clergy.

According to this diploma, the Uniate Romanian clergy, psalm-readers,

deacons, and monks were exempt from serfdom, no longer required to pay
honorarium, and entitled to receive dijma. But the First Leopoldine
Diploma of 1699 provided no ecclesiastical autonomy, the Uniate Church

2-6being placed under the jurisdiction of the Primate of Esztergqm.
Uniates rightfully complained about this jurisdiction and argued that
they had obtained nothing better than an exchange of imposed dominance— •
from the Calvinist superintendent to the Primate of Esztergom.
According to the First.Leopoldine.Diploma, the Romanian priests who

accepted the Union were to be considered as belonging to the Catholic
clergy. Responding to Protestant protests, the emperor issued a

rescript to the First Leopoldine Diploma on August 26, 1699; this
rescript was based upon the April ik, 1698, decree which stated that

the Romanian clergy was free to unite with any of the four "received"
religions. But, the emperor was not about to sacrifice his desire to
promote Catholicism in Transylvania for the Protestants, and he ordered

General Rahutin to enforce the acceptance of Catholicism militarily if 
27necessary. In its final edition, the First Leopoldine Diploma stated 

that the Romanian clergy could either accept the creed of one of the 
four "received" denominations in Transylvania and obtain the privileges

25, Ibid.
26, Silviu Dragomir, Istorja Desrobirei Religioase a 

Romanilor din Ardeal fn secolul XVIII (Sibin: Editura si Tiparul 
Tipografiei Archidiecesane, 19.201,; I, p. 29.

27, Prodan, Supplex Libellus Yalachorum, p. 121.
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pgranted to the clerics of these creeds, or the Romanian priests could 

remain Orthodox, in which case they would be bound to the same restric

tions that had previously been applied to the Orthodox clergy in 

Transylvania,

On September 4, 1700, in Alba iulia, Atanasie convoked a synod
oh the eve of his departure for Vienna to answer accusations made

against him by the Transylvanian Hungarians who considered him to be 
28pro-Orthodox, Despising the Union, they wanted to expose the Uniate

bishop as pro-Orthodox in sentiment. The Calvinists cared little for

the Orthodox or the Uniates, but mainly desired the expulsion of

Atanasie.  ̂They regarded him as a threat to Calvinism, as the Uniate
29'movement gained strength, among the Romanian .clergy, Hungarian

Protestants hoped that the emperor would depose Atanasie and appoint

another bishop who would succumb to the Calvinist pressure. Atanasie

convened the synod to gain the support of his clergy who would verify

that he was loyal to the Union. Cardinal Kollonich, who was in Vienna

when Atanasie arrived, suggested that if the emperor doubted the

bishop's loyalty to the Union, a Jesuit theologian should be assigned

to Watch and supervise the office of the Transylvanian Uniate bishopric

to prevent Uniate contact with the Orthodox in Wallachia and the
30Protestants in Transylvania-. The office of. theologian, advising the 

Uniate bishop in ecclesiastical and political affairs, became an

28, Dragomir, "Rominii din Transilvania si Unirea cu Riserica 
Romei," p. 926. •

29- Baritin. Parti Alese, p. 207.
30. Ibid., p. 200.
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established institution with, the promulgation of the Second ieopold'ine
Diploma in 1701. Atanasie, like the second Uniate "Bishop of
Transylvania and his successor Micu, "bitterly opposed.the Jesuit
theologian who had been appointed on the excuse of instructing the
Uniate bishop about Catholic doctrinal matters.

On March 19, 1701, Leopold I issued the monumental and most
important document concerning the Transylvanian Uniates- ever granted

31by the Habsburg Court, The Second Leopoldine Diploma originated in
Atanasie*s insistent complaints that, if the emperor wished to assure
the growth, and stability of the Union, it would be necessary to
extend.the exemptions and privileges, which had originally been
applicable only to the Uniate clergy, to all Romanians who accepted the
Union. Atanasie argued that many of the laymen were not following their
priests into the Uniate Church and preferred to remain Orthodox because .
they had no desire to abjure their Orthodox faith without profit or 

32incentive. -Atanasie advised the emperor to promote the Uniate Church
by extending the immunities of the Catholic laymen of Transylvania to
the Romanian laics who accepted the Union. The emperor, wishing to
consolidate the Union, stated in the third point of the Second
Leopoldine Diploma that the laymen as well as the priests who accepted
the Uniate Church would be considered as members of the Catholic

33status and estate in Transylvania. Leopold, however, did not intend

31. Pacatian, Cartea de Aur, I, 50*
32. Baritiu. Parti Alese, p. 219.
33. Ibid., p. 216.



that the Uniate-Romanians should gain:representation or political 
recognition in the Diet, As. members of the Catholic status or popula
tion, the Uniates were represented by the Hungarian Catholic- prelate 
and members of the Diet. The emperor proposed that the Hungarian 
Catholics, through their delegates, were to represent the interest of 
the Uniate Romanians in the Diet. The members of the Viennese Court
regarded the Uniates as being assimilated into the Roman Catholic

.34Church.
The third article of the 1J01 diploma was progressive and ■ 

apparently represented an improvement in the situation of the Romanian 
people. But, the provisions of this article were never implemented be-e 
cause the Second Leopoldine Diploma was not approved by the Transyl
vanian Diet. The document disappeared until the twentieth century when 
it reappeared at Sibiu. Thus, there were only copies of the original 
in the time of Inocentiu Micu. The Diet refused to approve any document 
in which.the Uniate Romanians might find that they were entitled to 
representation in the governing body. The members of the Diet feared 
the possibility of Romanian representation in their assemblies, because 
they felt the Romanians would attempt to revise the political structure 
of Transylvania, allowing themselves to become the governing nationality.

In studying the first decade of the Transylvanian Uniate Church, 
it seems obvious that the beginning of the Union marked by Teofil and 
Atanasie was characterized by a simple, low diplomatic key in exchanging 
concessions. These concessions were necessary in order to take the huge

34. Pacatian, Cartea de Aur, 1 , 5d.
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step fortrard,. the qualitative Improvement achieved "by the Transylvanian 
Uniate fight -during the times of loan Inocentiu Micu.



CHAPTER III

MICE'S BLAJ YEARS

1Inocenttu Micu- was born in the southern Transylvanian village 
of Sad in the year 1692; he was baptized in the Romanian Orthodox 
Church, the belief of* his parents. Of his early life, there is 
little known except that he was enrolled at the Jesuit school in 
Tyrnau, Slovakia, in 1728. The school at Tyrnau had been subsidized 
by funds provided from the estate of the late Lipot Cardinal Kollonieh, 
Primate of Hungary,. for the propagation of Catholic education in 
eastern Europe. As the son of a Romanian shepherd, Micu lacked the 
financial independence to attend the school through his own initiative 
and he depended upon a scholarship provided by the emperor for the 
education of Uniate clerics. As may be recalled, according to the 
First Leopoldine Diploma, the Romanian priests who adopted one of the 
four 'teceiyed” religions were to receive an education from their 
denominational schools. Micu's parents, like thousands of Transylvanian 
Romanians, accepted the Union in the hope that they would obtain the 
benefits of the Second Leopoldine Diploma promised to the Uniate laics. 
Micu’s family was probably attracted to the Union because they wanted 
their children to obtain an education in the Catholic schools« Inocentiu 
did receive an education in Tyrnau and he was a recognized student of 
exceptional ability.

1. Bunea, Din Istoria Romanilor, V- 7•
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. .. . Uo
. After the death of Atanasie in August 1713, loan Giurgiu of 

Patak was elected Uni ate "bishop in 1715; known as Pataki, this "bishop 
died in 1727 and Adam Fitter, the rector of the Jesuit College of Cluj, 
became the director of the Uniate clergy in 1727. It was Fitter who 
proposed the name of Inocentiu as a candidate for the then vacant 
chair of the bishopric of Transylvania. Micu's name, however, was 
proposed along with, two other candidates, a Buthenian Jozset

2Hodermarszky, and a Romanian with the Magyarized name of Hatos. In
the year 1728, a synod of Uniate clergymen met in Cluj-Manastur'to
discuss the problems facing the Uniate Romanians of Transylvania. The
clergymen contended that the Uniate Church needed a Romanian bishop
because they feared the incorporation of the Uniate Church with the
Roman Catholic. The fear was understandable because, since the death
of Pataki, the Uniates were under the ecclesiastical directorship of
the Jesuit Fitter; Fitter had little knowledge of the Orthodox
traditions and customs, and he favored the Latinization of the Uniate

3rite through the adoption of Latin in the liturgical language.
However, on February 25, 1729, Carol VI nominated Inocentiu Micu 

as the Uni.ate bishop of Transylvania. At the time of his nomination, 
Micu was neither a monk nor a deacon, not until September 23, 1729 was 
he ordained a priest at the Ruthenian seminary of Saint Nicholas in 
Munkacs. Pope Clement .XII gave Micu. his approval for the nomination as 
bishop in September 1730 and on October 25, 1730, Micu was ordained

2. Ibid., p. 2.
3. Ibid., p. 4,



Uni ate Mshop of Transylvania "by the Uniate Ruthenian Bishop Genadie 
4Bizanczy. He was nominated as "bishop upon the recommendation of

Ritter who recognized "Mien's exceptional academic ability. During the
ceremony, Inocentiu swore oathes of fidelity to the pope and to the
monarch. As. the Uniate "Bishop of Transylvania, Inocentiu was required
to submit in spiritual matters to the dictates of the Cardinal of
Esztergom and adhere to the advice of the Jesuit theologian appointed
in article five of the Second Leopoldine Diploma, Micu, however,
assumed the bishopric's chair only on September 28, 1732. For the
four previous years before his re-entry into his native province,
Inocentiu lived in Vienna in order to gain a better understanding of
the Viennese political institutions, institutions with which he would

5be working with in future years. During; his stay in Vienna, he wrote . 
eight memorials to the Imperial Court between the years 1729^1732, 
discussing the conditions of the Uniate Church in Transylvania. In 
total, Micu sent twenty-four petitions to the Emperor Carol VI; 
eight were composed from 1729 to 1732, sixteen from 1733 to 1740.^
These writings went to Carol VI, Maria Theresa, the Council of 
Ministers, Aulic Kancellaria, the Cardinal of Esztergom, and the 
Transylvania Diet. Topics in this correspondence may be categorized 
into problems dealing with economics, ecclesiastical, and Romanian 
national questions. In discussing each topic Micu makes detailed and

4, Ibid., p. 8.
9. Ibid.
6. Ibid.



perceptive reference to clerical and laic problems of eighteenth
century Transylvania, The way in which, he handled his charge as
bishop, plus, the tenacity in his fight for the rights of his. clergy and
the Romanian peasants, craftsmen, merchants, and nobles, illustrates
his role as a spokesman of the entire Romanian nation. His national
leadership was not always present nor equally as strong throughout the
entire years of his bishopric, as is. evident in the documents of the 

7Blaj Protocol. These documents reveal a crescendo in national 
aspirations between 1732^17^5. Micu could shroud meanings but Austrian 
politicians saw beyond the words of his petitions and recognized that 
behind the bishop's garment was. a hidden revolutionary soul, Thus, 
at a certain moment * the Empress. Maria Theresa exiled the bishop. His 
exile signified Inocentiu Micu had gone too far in challenging 
imperial laws, institutions, and offices. After being tried in Vienna, 
he was exiled to Rome and never returned to his beloved Transylvania.

Micu attempted to accomplish a great deal, and in his relent
less flow of petitions he suffered many, defeats. However, the 
Transylvanian Uniate Church owes him a debt of gratitude because he 
.charged the Uniate bishop's office with prestige and dignity and 
established a religious capital for Transylvanian Uniates in Blaj, 
replete with offices, archives, libraries, and schools,® Moreover,. he 
became the first Romanian since the fourteenth century to occupy a seat 
. in the Transylvanian Diet and, due to his labor, Uniate Romanians were

7- PIMK, -FB, AS, 8m, d. 265,
8. Bunea, Din Istoria Romanjlor, p. 17.
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allowed to attend and benefit from the educational opportunities at the 
Propaganda 'Fide in Home.

Micu’s writings from 1729 to 17459 that is during his bishopric 9 
dealt with the major arguments: the economic, ecclesiastical, the 
national and diplomatic problems facing the.Romanian nation.

Economic and Ecclesiastical Problems
Bishop Inocentiu Micu desired to establish an economically sound

and educated clergy. The Church was the only institution which united
9the Romanian Transylvanians politically and culturally % Economically,

"Micu wanted to ease the plight of the Romanian peasants who were to pay
the dl jma or quart a to their own priests but not the Protestant
ministers. Furthermore, he fought for the autonomy and dignity of the
Uniate bishopric from the dictates of the Jesuit theologian- of
Transylvania,Regai, and for the establishment of a:school and monastary
of Blaj. Culturally, he sought the creation of an educated and cultured
clergy. Micu contended that in order to obtain governmental recognition,

10Romanians needed an educated upper stratum. Therefore, he desired to 
create schools for the education of Romanian priests; an educated clergy 
would represent the Romanian nation in governmental institutions of 
Transylvania. The Hungarian and Saxon members of the Diet had argued 
that the Romanians should not participate in the Diet because the latter 
lacked a native nobility.̂  Hence, Micu urged the imperial court to

- 9» Prodan, Supplex Libellus Valachorum, p. 175-
10. IdM ., p., 176.
11, Hid. '



"bestow- titles of not ill ty upon certain members of the Romanian clergy. 
Micu himself received the title of baron in 1729 and obtained a seat in 
the Diet of 1732.

. 1'n order to obtain educational institutions, Micu traveled to 
Vienna with the request that the bishop’s domain located in the townsi 12of Gherla and Simbata be exchanged for that of Blaj. Micu desired the 
exchange because the domain of Blaj had richer soil and could better 
support orchards and vineyards which would provide income for the 
monastery of Blaj. On August 31, 1736, Carol VI transferred Blaj to

13 'the Transylvanian Uniate Church.
According to the Second Leopoldlne Diploma of 1701 (article 8), 

Uniate Romanians were to have the right of establishing schools in order 
that the sons of peasants and priests could obtain an education. This 
diploma also prohibited landowners from stopping Romanians who wished 
•to attend the Uniate seminary of Blaj. Uniate monks were determined to 
establish their monastery in Blaj, which they hoped would be free from 
the external influences of the emperor and the Transylvanian Diet.
A synod met at Blaj, January 26, 1738, which discussed the building of 
the Uniate monastery. The synod decided that construction of the 
monastery would not begin until the title for the land had been given 
by the emperor, avoiding the possible expropriation of the monastery 
and land by the emperor or the Diet after building the edifice. In

12. Bunea, Din Istorla Romanilor, p. 15.
13. Ibid.
14. Stefan Pop Timandi (Blaj] to Carol VI (Vienna), January 26, 

1738; PTMEC, FB, AS, Sm. d. 265, p. 98a.



addition, members of the synod wanted the monastery to enjoy all of the
privileges and liberties as monasteries of the Latin rite. The emperor
approved their requests, for he wished to demonstrate that he respected
the provisions of the 1701 diploma.

Documents concerning the synod of January 26, 1738-, also
demonstrate the willingness -of the Romanian Uniate clergy to support the
founding of an Uniate administrative and cultural center with 25,000

15florins collected from the clergy’s incomes. In addition to estab
lishing monasteries and schools at Blaj, Micu desired that Blaj receive 
the status of a privileged town and royal burg. "That means that the 
town should have the privilege of being exempt and immune from 
obligatory transportation, quartering and have the right to send deputies 
to the Diet, like the town of Gherla.""^ Micu wanted his monastery at 
Blaj to enjoy the same privileges, liberties, and exemptions as the 
Latin monasteries. Inocentiu Micu hoped that the Blaj monastery would 
become a cultural and educational center for the Romanians of 
Transylvania, as a symbol of their religious strength and independence. 

There was a restrictive element, a threat, and a shadow over
the autonomy of the Uniate Romanian Church. This autonomy was

17threatened by the office of the Jesuit theologian. The Second 
Leopoldine Diploma stipulated that a theologian should preside over the 
Uniate Transylvania bishopric because priests of this church were not

15, Bunea, Din Istorja Rgmanilor, p. l6.
16, Inocentiu Micu (Blaj) to Maria Theresa (Vienna), 17^3;

PIMEC, FB, AS, Sm, d. 265, pp. 210b, 212a.
17, Bunea, Din Istorla Romanilor, p. 72.



then considered to "be prepared theologically for the interpretation of
legal and dogmatic problems of a ■well-structured church. Uniate
Romanians and their bishop complained to the Viennese Court that the
theologian depended upon the Transylvanian bishopric for financial
subsistence, yet did not do his. assigned task.. Micu complained that,
instead of assisting the clergy in the interpretation of canon law,
the theologian offered the landlords disfavorable information concerning 

18the priests. Priests, who complained to the theologian about their
19mistreatment by landlords, were ignored. Micu asked that Uniate

priests, as well as deacons, bell-ringers, and cantors, be granted
immunity from abuse, for it was the duty of the theologian to insure 

20this immunity. The Uniate Church required that clerics swear to
respect the "Bishop and to strive for the propagation of the "Union; Micu
requested that the theologian also take this oath. The Jesuit
theologian, however, -refused to take this oath, and continually demanded
his salary from the "bishopric's fund. Micu complained that he was
forced, "by the 1701 diploma, to give the theologian 500 florins from the
3,000 florins provided to the Uniate hishop through a pontifical 

21decree, Hoting the small size of the fund, Inocentiu argued that he

l8. Inocentiu Micu (331 aj ) to Carol VI (Vienna)., May 25, 1739; 
P3MK, FB, AS, 8m. d. 265, pp. 15Uhr-257a.

IS. Inocentiu Micu (Blaj) to Austrian Chancellor (Vienna),
1739; PIMM, FB, AS,"8m. d. 265, pp. 157-158a,

20, Inocentmu Micu (Blaj) to Carol VI (Vienna), May 25, 1739; 
PIMM, FB, AS, Sm. d. 265, pp. 154-257a.

21. Inocentiu Micu (.Blaj) to Maria Theresa (Vienna), not dated 
[hereinafter n.d.3; PIMM, FB, AS, Sm, d. 265, pp. 192a-193h.
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could not pay the theologian and also provide salaries for the bishop's
secretary, his lawyer, and local church employees. Furthermore, from
his 3,000 florins, the Mshop had to purchase candles, vestments, and
oil for parishes as well as maintain an apartment in Sibiu where the

22Transylvanian Diet often met. Micu suggested the theologian, if he 
desired an income, should assist in the ordination of priests and the 
administration of the sacraments and thus receive a s.tola. Diplo
matically, Bishop Micu argued that the Uniate clergy had to contribute 
to the construction of their churches, school, and monasteries and were 
unwilling to support a theologian who did not assist them, "Micu in
formed Maria Theresa that he could not induce priests to adhere to the .
Uniate Church as the First Leopoldine Diploma recognized the privilege

23of Romanian priests to maintain Orthodozy. The Uniate bishop further
addressed the Viennese officials that his church was not obliged to 
sustain a theologian when the Second Leopoldine Diploma remained un
published and he stated "in the diploma there are several points and 
we ask that all of them should be respected, not just the point about

2kthe establishment of the theologian. Adopting the position of the
Transylvanian Diet that the diploma never existed or, if it did, it 
remained unpublished and unapproved, Micu thought that he was not

22, Inocentiu Micu (Blaj) to Maria Theresa (Vienna1, n.d.;
PIMM, FB, AS, 8m. d! 265, pp. 192aM93b.

23. Inocentiu Micu (Blaj ) to Maria Theresa (Vienna)., n.d,;
PIMM., FB, AS, Sm, d, .265, pp. 192aM93h.

2k. Inocentiu Micu (Blaj) to Austrian Chancellor (Vienna1,
193.7; PIMM, FB, AS, Sm, d, 265, pp, 157a-158a.
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25obliged, to accept the provisions of the diploma. Micu argued that he

was not hound hy the Viennese Court regarding the theologian if the
third article concerning the received status of Uniate Romanians was
completely ignored. He advised the Imperial Court that it should
"observe all of the points and clauses of the Second Leopoldine Diploma
or not oblige the Romanians to support points which are not to their 

26advantage." Thus, %icu wanted to establish schools in Transylvania
for the education of a clergy which would be well acquainted with
theology and, thus, to replace the Jesuit supervisor who had been
appointed by the Emperor Leopold I.

Yet the seminaries and schools established for the education
of the Uniate priests were few in number during the early decades of
the eighteenth century. Owing to the lack of material support from the
Imperial government, Micu realized that he must work to improve the
immediate social conditions of his impoverished clergy. The bishop
was aware of the deplorable conditions of the priests from Miercurea
who were beaten by the civil judges when they were called before a; laic 

27tribunal. These priests were not only denied the dijma but also the 
privilege of collecting wood from the forests which, surrounded the 
villages. In the village of Cujir , the horses which belonged to 
priests were stolen; when the priests requested that the horses be

25* Inocentiu Micu (Blaj) to Carol VI (Vienna), n.d,; PIMK,
FB, AS, 8m, d. 265, pp. 158a~l6la. -

26. Inocentiu Micu (Blaj) to Carol VI (Viennai, n,d. ; PIMK,
FB, AS, 8m. d, 26$, ’pp. 158a*J.6la.

27. Inocentiu :Mi.cu (Blaj) to ?, n.d. ; PIMK, FB, AS, 3m. d, 265, 
pp. 10:6arl©8b:.
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. 28 returned, town officials beat the priests. . The conditions of the

.priests from Fagaras were also harsh as the royal fiscal or treasury
imposed an annual tax on the priests; and, if the priests refused to
pay, the fiscal confiscated the priests' animals. Or, as in the case
of the priests from Sacadate, who not paying the tax were "beaten by - 

29the judges. Thus, there were numerous incidents of abuses committed 
by the Transylvanian officialities against the Uniate clergy; as is 
evident in the incident from Hoszuteleke, where the landlord illegally 
took, from the village priest his farm animals and offered no form of 
compensation.^

As the spokesman and protector of his Uniate flock, Micu devoted
his entire life sending memorials and petitions addressed to the
Austrian and Transylvanian officials protesting the abuses of his
indigent clergy and people. In his petitions to Carol VI prior to 1732,
Micu asked that the state protect the Uniate clergy and people from
injustices which violated divine and natural rights.. He informed the
Imperial Court that his priests did not enjoy the ecclesiastical

31immunity promised by the Second. Leopoldine Diploma; Micu complained 
that Uniate Romanian clergymen were judged and punished by laic 
magistrates rather than by ecclesiastical tribunals, Inocentiu demanded

28, Inocentiu Micu (Blaj) to ?, n.d.; PIMK, FB, AS, Sm. d, 265, 
pp. 106a^l08b.

29, Inocentiu Micu (Blaj) to ?, n.d. ; PMC, FB, AS, Sm. d. 265,
pp. llla-rlllb. '

30, Inocentiu Micu (Blaj) to ?, n.d.; PIMK, FB, AS, Sm. d. 265, 
pp. llla-lllb. ■

31, Bunea, Din Istoria Romanilor, p. 28.
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that M s  clergy he subject to his jurisdiction rather than to the

32governmental courts. He argued from a premise of equity that the
priests of the other 'ieceiyed"religions in Transylvania were not
subject to trial by the governmental' courts and thus the Uniate priests
should also be excused from the dominion of the provincial judges. As
a result, perhaps, of Micu's complaint, Carol VI convoked a commission
in Transylvania under the direction of Count Francis Paul a’Wallis, the
general of the imperial troops in Transylvania and a member of the •

33Transylvanian Diet. It was appearing before this commission of 1732
that Inocentiu demanded immunity for his Uniate clerics. He declared
that the number of priests in the villages should be increased;- in
order to propagate and extend the Union the villages must have a

34greater number of clerics. In addition, he remarked that there were
not enough priests to adminster the sacraments and that this was an
inequity inasmuch as Protestant ministers and Catholic priests had
assistants who worked with the pastor in the parish. By increasing the
number of village priests, Micu hoped to strengthen and consolidate the

35Union in Transylvania. Micu suggested that Uniate priests be allowed 
to have deacons, cantors, and bell-ringers who would relieve the priest 
of lesser duties, thereby allowing the priests to devote more time to

32. Inocentiu Micu (Blaj) to Carol VI (Vienna), 1732; PIMK,
FB, AS, 8m. d. 265, pp. Ul-43, Letter E.

33. Bunea, Din Istoria Romanllor, p. 30.
34. Inocentiu Micu (Blaj) to Carol VI (Vienna), 1732; PIMK,

FB, AS, 8m. d. 265, pp. 43-44, Letter L.
35- Inocentiu Micu (Blaj). to Carol VI (Vienna), 1732; PIMK,

FB, AS, Sin. d, 265, pp. 43-44, Letter L,



the administration of the sacraments. The question of immunity was of 
key significance; Micu asked that Uniate priests - receive exemptions from 
dijma payment, like the Lutheran9 Calvinist9 and Catholic clerics9 as 
well as from the •transportation tax known as the naula and the custom 
obligations referred to as the tellonia tax. This was the first 
occasion that Micu mentioned clerical exemption from taxation.
Priests of the ?teceivedr? religions were excused from paying these taxes 
and, so the bishop argued9 the same exemption should be applied to the
Uni ate priests according to the third article of the Second,, Leopoldine

. • • ■ . - * Diploma. Finally 9 Micu requested that the quart a of the dijma be paid
to .the Uniate priests, by their faithful 9 as the ministers of the
Protestant religions received the dijma or the•quarta from their
parishioners. In a naive argument, the bishop cited examples as to why
the clergy were in desperate need of income: "in Transylvania and in
the joined parts the 'Romanian priests are not provided with, quart as or
income necessary for an honest living-but they are obliged to. do manual
work:,. Thus- alternatively the priests have to dedicate a week, to worldly

37things -neglecting their spiritual duties." This was an unsophisticated 
approach:, appealing to examples from village life. But Micu1 s argument 
signifies the opening of the debate with the Imperial Court and the 
Transylvanian government over clerical income.

36. Inocentiu Micu (Blaj} to Carol VI (Vienna), 17325 PIMK,
FB, AS, Sm. d. 265, pp. U 1̂ -13, Letter K.

37- Inocentiu Micu (Blaj) to Varol VI (Vienna), 1732; PIMK;,
FB, AS, Sm. d. 265, pp. U3-U4, Letter L.
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In 173^ Bishop Micu went to Vienna to request a review of the

38' Uniate clergy’s problems by. a new imperial commission. Micu was 
dissatisfied with the a*Wallis commission of 1732-1733 because it
failed to offer a solution to the financial problems which plagued the .

39Uniate priests. In reply on November 23, 1734, Carol VI appointed 
another commission under the direction of Johann Haller von Hallerstein; 
this commission met for the first time in Sibiu on March 17, 1735.

The problems discussed by the newly appointed Haller commission 
were identical to those already analyzed by the commission, but the 
argumentation went much deeper. Concerning the di.jma, Micu complained 
about the payment of this tax by the priests to the landowners for 
land that the priests had legally inherited.He argued that land,- 
lords should either excuse the Uniate priests from the dijma payment 
or provide the priests with land for which the clerics would not be 
required to offer di.ima to the landlord. Micu also raised a second 
problem concerning the di.jma, that is about the di.jma paid by peasants 
to priests. Micu stated that the di.jmas and quart as offered by the 
Romanian peasants to the Protestant and Catholic ministers should go to 
Uniate priests. He argued that the Romanians provided income for the 
priests who did not serve them, while their own Romanian priests lived

38. Bunea* Din Istoria Romanilor, p. 3k.

39. Ibid,
He. Inocentiu Micu (Blaj) to Carol VI (Vienna), 1735; PIMK,

FB, AS, 8m, d. 265, pp. 63^68, Letter Q.
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in poverty.̂  Leopold I had already recognized that the Uniate ■ 
Catholics should pay the dljma to their spiritual pastors; hut Micu 
observed that the Uniate" peasants were still obliged to support the 
clerics of the received religions while their own priests received

k2nothing. . The bishop referred that by the Holy Scripture the dijmas
43belonged to the church and not to the landlords.

Before the Haller commission, Inocentiu's arguments took a more 
dramatic and desperate tone. He pleaded with members of the commission 
to allow the priests to receive the quarta or the dijma from their

kkUniate parishioners.. He stated that by divine sanction the dijma 
should be presented to the priests, thus providing their clerical 
income. It was Micu1 s contention that this ecclesiastical tax should 
not be collected by the landlords. Concerning the dijme arendatitie, 
Micu complained that this tax by the Romanian peasants to the landlords 
in the Transylvanian counties and to the lands of the fiscal, had been 
imposed upon the Romanians since 1653 according to the Approbatae 
Const it utiones [article 2, part 3, title 5). The bishop also resented 
the fact that Romanians were not allowed by the Imperial government to

41. Inocentiu Micu (Blaj) to Carol VI (Vienna), 1735; PIMK,
FB, AS, Sm. d. 265, pp. 63-68, Letter Q.

42. Inocentiu Micu (Blaj) to Carol VI (Vienna), 1735; PIMK,
FB, AS, Sm. d. 265, pp. 63-68, Letter Q.

43. Inocentiu Micu (Blaj.) to Carol VI (Vienna), 1735; PIMK,
.FB, AS, Sm.. d. 265, pp. 63-68, Letter Q.

44. See above, p. 19.
45. Inocentiu Micu (Blaj) to Carol VI (Vienna), 1735; PIMK,

FB, AS, Sm. d. 265, pp, 63-68, Letter Q.



lease the dljma from the fiseality. Micu stated that he did not 
understand "why his people should not be allowed to participate in the 
renting of these dijmas." "Thus, it seems almost impossible that the

h6Romanian Uniate priests can obtain an income," if they were denied
the privilege of receiving the di.jma. Inocen^iu attempted to incite
a degree of apprehension in the members of the commission by declaring
that the priests lived in such a condition of poverty that, if they
did not receive the income .of the quarta or dijma, they would be forced
to labor in the fields and would not be able to provide the necessary
spiritual comfort and assistance to peasants. The peasants, for. their
part lacking spiritual direction, might migrate to Wallachia and seek

1+7the guidance of the Orthodox Metropolitan in Bucharest.
7

Inocen^iu’s arguments before the.Haller commission about the 
assignment of the di.jma to the Uniate priests centered on his appeals

48for ecclesiastical, canonic, laic, and natural rights. To the 1733 
commission the bishop merely stated that the priests should receive 
the djjma because they needed a means of subsistence; but he employed 
a more esoteric approach with the 1735 commission. Micu quoted the 
Old Testament Book of Leviticus, chapter 27, verse 32 in support of 
his claim that the di.jma should be paid to Romanian Uniate priests. 
Citing the scripture, Micu said: "And concerning the tithe of the herd,

46, Inocen^iu Micu. (.Blaj ) to Carol VI (Vienna), 1735; PIMK,
FB, AS, Sm. d, 265, PP« 63-68, Letter Q,

47, I'nocentiu Micu (.Blaj) to Carol VI (Vienna), 1735; PIMK,
FB, AS, Sm, d, 265, PP, 63-68, Letter Q. ,
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PIMK, FB, AS, Sm. d! 265, pp. 75-78, Letter Y.
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or of the flock., eyen the whatsoever passeth under the rod, the tenth
shall he'holy unto the Lord." By exegesis, the hishop implied that the '
dijma had an historical precedent in the Bihle, and therefore he could
not he accused hy members of the commission that his desire to give the
dijma to the priests originated with himself. Inocen^iu even quoted
the Book of Matthew (chapter 23, verse 23), in which Jesus said "Woe
unto you, scrihes and Pharrses, hypocrites! for ye pay tithe of mint
and anise and cumin, and have omitted the weightier matters of the law,
judgment, mercy and faith: these ought ye to have done, and not leave
the other undone. In attempting to support the clergy’s claim upon
the dijma, a passage referring to canon law was mentioned hy the bishop.
According to the Tridentine Council (chapter 12, decree 25)
decree 25 stated that all persons must allow the dijma tax to be
received by the churches, cathedrals, and their personnel; further, in
the same article, it was asserted that laymen who took the dijma instead

50of the clergy would be excommunicated. Micu also used precedents from 
the annals of Hungarian history which, revealed that the priests were 
authorized to receive the dijma according to the Decree of Saint Stephen 
(Chapter 52), which affirmed that laymen had the responsibility to .pro
vide for the maintenance of their priests because "if God grants a man a 
successful harvest, this man has to give dijma to God in thanksgiving"

49. Inocentiu Micu (Slaj) to Haller Commission (Sibiu), 1735; 
PIMK, FB, AS, Sm. d. 265, pp. 75-78, Letter Y.
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51and the means of demonstrating thankfulness was to support the Church.

Micu also cited article 55. given hy Rudolph II Hahshurg in 1596. which
assigned laymen the responsibility of supporting their priests:

Because it is said that some people especially coat^of-arms • 
nobles, usurp the quart a from the archbishops and other 
ecclesiastical people, it is decided that those who abuse 
the quarta and dijma payment which are only of God should 
be sued in an ecclesiastical trial in order to pay back 
these obligations ,. 52

The bishop no doubt realized that he faced the commission? s argument
that laymen were encouraged and even required to support priests. Micu
would be able to answer that the Romanians were not allowed to support
their priests, as the dijma which they were forced to give their
landlord went to the support of Protestant and Catholic priests. Hence,
Micu argued that Romanian priests should be allowed to receive the

' ' 53 •quarta as the Catholic prelates received it.
In his petition of debate with the commission, Inocentiu 

alludes to natural rights which even among the irrational animals the 
greatest attention was paid to the members of his own species. It was 
shameful and unnatural, he thought, if some people provided ecclesiasti
cal incomes for the priests of other religions while neglecting their 
own denomination; and, it was according to natural right that 
parishioners should support their own clergy before the ministers of

51, Inocentiu Micu (Blaj} to Haller Commission (Sibiu), 1735; 
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other denominations. The bishop asked that "the sheep should be allowed
to give the dijma to those who provided for their'spiritual care. If

the serf had the obligation of providing transportation and of offering
corvie to the landlord who in turn offered to protect the serf, the same
peasant had the duty to support: financially his priest who offered him
spiritual protection. Such an argument, Micu believed, would constrain
members of the Diet regarding the dijma, because they would not deny the
serf’s obligation to his landlord. This was an erudite argument,
Micu realized that commission members would not object to the Uniate
Romanians supporting their own priests after the dijma had been given
to the landlord, therefore he argued that his priests were left
without an income because their impoverished parishioners had no money

55after meeting the dijma demands of Protestant ministers.
Bishop Micu also discussed with, the Haller commission about the 

number of priests assigned to the villages. As with the a'Wallis 
commission, Inocentiu complained that the number of priests allocated 
to the village must be increased. He did not consider that one priest 
allotted to a,small village or the two priests to a larger village were 
enough.to meet the spiritual needs of the Uniate villages. He pro
posed to the commission that in the smaller villages of Transylvania 
should be assigned four people: a priest, his cantor, the teacher, and

5̂ . Inocentiu Micu (Rlaj) to Haller Commission (Sibiu), 1735; 
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57and'a bell-ringer— all of whom should be paid a salary. In larger 

Tillages or burgs composed, of at least three hundred families, there 
- should be two priests, two chaplains, two cantors and teachers as well 
as a bell-ringer, In demanding an increase in the number of clergy in 
villages, Micu argued from/the premise that the existing priests were 
unable to meet the demands of the Uniate inhabitants for masses, 
baptisms, and marriages. The bishop contested the Haller commission's 
recommendation-that; several small villages should unite to form one 
village, served by two priests. Instead, Micu considered the elderly 
people could not easily travel to distant villages for mass; moreover, 
there were Hungarian and Saxon villages in between the Romanian ones; and
the Hungarians and Saxons might prevent Romanians from crossing the

58 1 -lands. Some Romanian, villages were three miles apart, and weather
conditions did not always permit extensive travel. The bishop's 
arguments to the 1735 commission were practical, taking into considera
tion Transylvanian geographic and climatic circumstances.

Bishop Micu dealt not only with the commissions of 1733 and 
1735» but also the Transylvanian Diet. The results and conclusions of 
the imperial commissions required the approval of the Transylvanian 
Diet, and thus, no alteration in the province's political or economic 
structure could occur without the consent of the members of the Diet.
On February 27, 1738, Micu addressed the Transylvanian Diet, advising

57. Inocentiu Micu (Blaj) to Haller Commission (Sibiu), 1735; 
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its members that the problem about the number of priests assigned to a
Tillage might, be ■ solved by establishing parishes according to the Uniate

" • 59families residing in the village. The bishop proposed that parishes
be classified into large (with one hundred families), middle-sized
(with fifty families), and small (with less than fifty families).
Furthermore, Inocentiu suggested to the Transylvanian Diet that Uniate
priests in the villages should be allowed to receive an amount of land
known as the "internal fund" for the construction of a church and a 

60parish house. This internal fund should be composed of one hundred
square .stingen (one square stingen is two yards, fifteen inches) in
the larger villages, fifty square stingen in the middle-sized villages,
and forty square stingen in the smaller villages. Thus, Micu cited
for the first time a new proposition aimed at establishing the. Uniate
priests in the villages in order to consolidate the Union in the 

6lcountryside. Through the internal ecclesiastical fund, Romanian 
Uniates would be granted land for the construction of churches. By 
1738, Micu was concerned not only with the number of priests per 
village, but of the capabilities of the priests to establish Uniate 
Churches in the villages.

59- Inocentiu Micu (Blaj ) to the Diet (Sibiu)_, February 27 , ■ 
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Concerning the -maintenance of the Uniate priests. Mien 

suggested a new form of income for the clerics.^ Income would come 
from the produce of land' located on the outskirts of the villages. The 
size of this external fund should he proportional to the size of the 
parishes; the larger the parish, the larger the external fund, and thus 
the agricultural products from the land would he greater. Micu proposed 
the idea of an external fund to the members of the Diet as a means of 
providing an income for the Uniate priests who did not receive the di.jma 
or quart a. Micu stated that in some instances the dijma had been given 
completely- to the landlord in exchange for a political service offered 
by him to the state. But in these cases, Micu requested that the quarta 
should still be assigned to the Uniate priests. Yet, if the landlords 
who legally possessed the dijma would not pay the quarta to the priests,
1 then the external fund of land should be provided to the priest as a 
means of income. Hence the external fund proposed by Micu was an 
alternative to the dijma.^ Perhaps the bishop realized by 1738 that 
the members of the Transylyanian commissions and Diets were not willing 
to give the dijma or the quarta to the Uniate priests, but that they 
might agree to the establishment of an external fund to provide the 
clergy with at least agricultural produce. According to Micu, the 
areas of Transylvania where dijma and quarta did not traditionally 
exist, and where the poor quality of the soil did not permit the

62. Inocentiu Micu (Blaj) to the Diet (Sibiu), February 27, 
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establishment of external funds, the Uniate.priests should receive
6kcapetii, that is, farm products: wheat, oats, and corn. In his 

earlier petitions to the commissions, Micu had based his arguments for 
the assignment of the di.jma to the- Uniate priests upon ecclesiastical, 
canonic, and natural rights; by 1738., he suggested that, if the members 
of the Diet objected to yielding of the di.jma Uniate priests should be 
provided support through the external fund and the capetii.

To the a’Wallis commission. Bishop Micu alluded to the problem 
concerning the trial of priests before laic judges. In 1738, he was 
more specific and accurate on this subject. He stated that acts of 
violence such as the confiscation of the priests’ animals or imprison
ment should not befall the Uniate clergy. Their churches should not be 
subject to sacrilege by the landlords or Should divine services be 
hindered. Concerning the problem of immunity, I'nocen^iu argued that 
unmarried sons of Uniate priests, while in their parents’ homes, should 
be exempt from working in the fields. Thus, immunity should extend to 
the priests’ families. This petition presented to the Transylvanian 
Diet on February 27, 1738, contained a somewhat more realistic approach 
than the memorials sent to the commissions of a’Wallis and Haller.̂
In the Haller commission, Micu’s arguments were more elevated with.
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Bi'bllcal exegesis and more idealism than his petition of 1738 to the 
Transylvanian Diet,

Members of the Diet read the "bishop’s petition and then asked
if Mien were willing to renounce some of his points. Inocentiu replied
that to give up his contentions would be a betrayal of his beliefs and 

67of his people. When Micu refused to retract his petition, it was 
presented to a commission appointed by the Diet, This commission 
issued a statement to the Uniate clergy on March 12, 1738, in which it 
promised that an internal fund would be assigned to the villages which 
had at least thirty Romanian inhabitants and that one priest should be 
allocated to villages of this size, two priests to villages of a 
hundred Uniate families, and three priests to towns of more than one 
h u n d r e d . B u t , the commission did not allow the formation of an 
internal landed fund from the property of nobles, landlords, or 
Protestant ministers. Such, land was to be carved from the common areas 
of the village inhabitants. The commission, however, did agree in 
principal to the internal fund, but limited the means of its formation^

The 1738 commission agreed to allow the Uniate priests to 
receive capetid, by* also imposed the condition that the priests must 
he undoubtedly Uniate and Orthodox Romanian priests were not to receive

67.. Bunea, Djn, Istoria Romani lor, p. 53.,
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capetil. The commission decided that the Uniate priests must pay 
taxes upon internal and external funds. Regarding the dijma and the 
quarta, the commission concluded that there could he no further dis
cussion of the matter "because the privilege to collect this tax had • 
heen given to the landlord "by the "kings of the Principality of 
Transylvania" and that the Hahshurgs had already confirmed to this 
privilege. Therefore, Uniate priests were to live off the capetii and 
stola.

The decisions of this commission.were contested "by Bishop Micu
71in a memorial delivered on March 29, 1738. Micu suggested the

internal fund to he carved from the communal village land he equal in
size to the internal funds of the received religions of Transylvania.
He stated that the Uniate priests needed a larger internal fund than
those of the other denominations because the Romanians were the most
numerous population in most Transylvanian villages; thus the
Uniates required the largest area of land for the construction of a
church. He argued that it would he unjust to assign a Uniate Romanian
priest an internal fund equal in size to that of a Lutheran minister

72in a village inhabited predominantly by Romanians. Micu however felt 
that the situation would be equitable if the Romanian Uniate priests 
were assigned land equal to the internal fund of a Lutheran priest

70.. Inocen^iu Micu (Blaj ]. to Commission of Diet (Sibiu),
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living in the Konigsboden in a village inhabited predominantly by 
Germans. Mien legalistically interpreted the phrase "equal to the 
priests of the received religions." Therefore, Romanians representing
the majority of the village population in Transylvania should have large

T3internal funds. '
In comparing 'Micuvs documents composed in the last years of 

Carol "VI to the ones in the time of Maria Theresa, it is obvious that 
the bishop shifted the emphasis of his argument. At first, Inocentiu 
devoted his energy to improving the ecclesiastical and economic status 
of the Uniate clergy. Later, he discussed national problems and 
employed sophisticated diplomatic maneuvers. In September 17^3, Micu
successfully requested Maria Theresa to convoke an Aulic commission in

7 h  ' 'order to examine his requests. To the Aulic commission of 1743, the
bishop offered another statement regarding the income of the Uniate
priests. He asked that the commission support his requests that the
priests be assigned the quarta on fiscal estates, as well as on land-

75lords* estates in the counties. ' Micu stated that the quarta should
be paid the priests on the fiscal and county estates where the dijma
were taken by the landlord without 7Va decree of royal donation,T? but
Micu realized that the quart a could not be returned to the Uniate 
priests on the estates where the landowners possessed the dijma through

73, Inocentiu Micu (Blaj) to Commission of Diet (Sibiu),
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a royal donation of 1653. Mica conceded that, in those areas where
there was no tradition of quarta or djjma, that the Uniate priests
should he given capetif ■. For example, in the Scaune there was no dijma
or quarta offered hy the Szeklers who were a free population in
Transylvania, so, the Uniate priests in the Scaune were to receive
capetif equal to the clergy of the received religions. Yet the capetii
in this region would have little significance because few Romanians

76 •resided in the Scaune.
Inocentiu Micu did not desire to revolutionize the economic 

system of Transylvania. He did not ask. more for his Uniate priests than 
what was received by the Protestant and Catholic clerics. He asked 
only that wherever the prelates of the Lutheran, Calvinist, Unitarian,- 
and Catholic denominations received the quarta or the dijma, that the 
Uniate priests also receive them. Uniate clerics should receive the 
di.jma and quanta from their own parishioners, and the Romanians should 
no longer be obliged to support the priests of the received religions.

Bishop Micu desired the creation of a cultured and educated 
Romanian clergy, a clergy that would represent and form a higher 
stratum in Transylvanian society. The Church, he thought, was the sole 
institution which could sponsor the emergence of such a class for 
Romanians could only be educated in Uniate seminaries established 
according to the Leopoldine Diploma of 1701, at Hateg, Fagaras, and 
Alba lulla. Inocentiu hoped that an educated clergy would be able to 
penetrate the Transylvanian political structure and, thereby, assist

76. Inocentiu Micu (Blaj ) to Maria Theresa (Vienna)17^3;
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Romanians in' achieving representation. Members of the Transylvanian 
Diet had continually responded to Inocen^iu’s request for Romanian 
participation in the governmental assembly with the answer that the 
Romanian nation lacked education and culture. They contended, moreover, 
that in order to become a member of the Diet an individual must possess 
refinement and cultivation. Through education, Micu thought Romanians 
would gain the qualities necessary to sustain them in achieving entry 
into the Transylvanian Diet;

Although Micu wanted to increase the number of Uniate priests 
in Transylvania, the bishop insisted that no serf should leave the

77landlord’s estate without the landowner's permission or manumission;
a serf who desired to become a priest first had to gain official release
from serfdom through the manumission. Micu favored discipline and he
did not want serfs escaping landlords’ estates illegally to enter the
priesthood. He knew that, if such transgression occurred the members of
the Diet would use the fugitive serfs as an example to accuse Micu of
wishing to destroy the social structure of Transylvania. Therefore,
the bishop stated that young priests without a statement of -manumission

78from their landlord would not be ordained.
Ihocentiu was, determined to direct the Transylvanian Uniate 

Church without the interference of the theologian, the landlords, or 
members of the Diet, He aimed to create schools which would educate
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M s  illiterate priestsand to establish a stable form of income for 
the priests which would allow them the financial independence to devote 
their energy to spiritual matters. He also fervently sought Romanian 
participation and representation in the Transylvanian Diet.

National Problems
■ Along with the economic activities of Micu, his second aim was

the elevation of the Romanian nation to a fourth political nation, equal
to and participating with the Hungarian, Saxon, and Szekler nations in
the Transylvanian political administration. This concern was the most
daring and ambitious of his goals. Micu combined the struggle of the

79 ■clergy with the struggle of the nation. For Inocentiu, the clergy
and the nation were inseparable, inasmuch as the priests were the sons
of,the peasants who lived in the countryside and lived in close contact
with the peasants. The clergy, rather than the Romanian nobility which
had become Magyar!zed over the centuries, was to become the leader of
the Romanians because the clerics and peasants resided together in the

80rural agrarian communities. Documents in the Protocol reveal that the 
national problem was first discussed by the bishop during the reign of 
Maria Theresa. In the decade which preceded her ascension to the
imperial throne, Micu devoted M s  efforts to strengthening of the Union
in Transylvania and M s  position as bishop. He aimed first to improve 
the economic conditions of the Uniate priests as well as to provide 
better schools and seminaries for the clerics prior to 17^0, With a

79- Prodan,. Supplex Libellus Valachorum, p. 135.
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strong Uniate clergy. Mien believed he could enroll all of the members
of the Romanian nation, priests and laymen, under the Uniate banner.
The fruits of his labor are evident in the census of 1733'conducted

81under his direction, showing that of 3,200 Romanian priests in
Transylvania, 2,7^2 were Uniate and only 4^8 were Orthodox.

•Micu employed article three of the Second Leopoldine Diploma
of 1701 in seeking to emancipate his nation, through the abolition •

82of the Romanian tolerated status* Article three stated that all.
Romanians, clerics and laymen alike, who accepted union with, the Roman
Catholic Church by recognizing the four cardinal points of Catholic
dogma would be considered as members of the; Catholic population in
Transylvania, and would no longer be regarded as "tolerated," enjoying
the privileges of all Catholic inhabitants. Contending that this
document provided the basis on which Romanians could escape from
servitude and achieve national emancipation, Micu advised Romanians
to accept the Union and thus have the possibility of participation in 

83government. Leopold, however, stated in the third point of his 
diploma to Micu that the Romanians, who became Uniate, were to belong 
to the estates individually, but were not to form a separate and 
distinct political nation.

What did Bishop Micu mean when he stated that Romanians should 
form the fourth received nation? Micu contended that Romanians should

81. Bunea, Din Istoria Romanilor, p. 32.
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The represented in all places and institutions where decisions regarding
8U .them were taken. Romanians must he represented, therefore, in govern

ment offices, in the Diet, in the guilds, and in the county administra
tion. ̂  This approach to the problem was, as described ahoye, different 
from what the Viennese Court and the Transylvanian government desired. 
Thus, Inocen^iu sought proof that, if every Romanian could he received 
individually hy the acceptance of the religious union with Rome, all 
such individuals, collectively formed an identifiable nation. If Uniate 
individuals were accepted by the Viennese Court, Hicu suggested that the 
Court should accept a collective body of individuals as a nation. The 
bishop’s Interpretation of the third point of the Second.Leonoldine 
Diploma was innovative, for‘he viewed the Romanian people as a national 
unit. He demonstrated that the Romanians constituted a nation on the 
grounds of their uninterrupted presence upon Transylvanian territory, 
antiquity, number, and participation in the duties imposed upon the 
inhabitants of the province.

Referring to Romanian presence upon Transylvanian soil, Micu 
repeatedly stated that the Romanian people's origin may he traced to 
ancient Dacia and the Roman emperor Trajan.^ He wrote* "our nation, 
after Trajan’s entering in this Dacia, has been, in various circum
stances of the times, in various ways oppressed." Concerning the number

84, Inocentiu Micu (Blaj ) to Maria Theresa (ViennaI., IT43;
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of Romanian inhabitants living in Transylvania, Inocentiu remarked "in
Transylvania there exist three received nations: Szeklers, Hungarians,
and Saxons among which there are many villages and districts inhabited
by Romanians. In these villages and districts are either Romanians
alone or Romanians in the majority; Romanians are so numerous in
Transylvania that they exceed two or three times any of the other three •

8Treceived nations of Transylvania*?? Micu was convinced that his
people formed a fourth nation:

. . , there seems to "be no reason why our nation, according 
to article three of the above mentioned Diploma could not be 
received like‘the other nations of this principality. If our 
nation was regarded from the point of view of its number and
of its contribution to the treasury of the prince, it could
be noticed that just as it surpasses the other nations as 
far as number, it surpasses them at the contribution to the 
treasury, to the public charges and to the favors done for 
the prince. In the times of the princes two, our nation 
contributed to the military expeditions supporting by that 
the defense of the fatherland. Out noblemen equally shed their 
blood for the defense of this country, and even today they 
multiply Your Majesty's army and they would multiply it even 

. more if they were given the rights, favors, benefits of the 
others. Thus the justice that has to be divided to all, 
requests that he who suffers has also the right to a profit, 
and those" who are partners at charges should be also partners 
in benefits* The argument that our nation is not as here^ 
ditarian as the others is not true. Because before even the 
coming to Transylvania of other received nations, our nation 
was the inheritor of the times of Traian, built up whole 
villages, districts and burgs and withstood all the mis
fortunes . . . .  88
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It seems that Tnocentiu Mien was to have less resistance from

89the Imperial Court than from the Transylvanian government and Estates.
Although the Viennese Court listened to Inocen^iu’s appeals, it did
not offer a definitive response to his memorial, instead the Court
examined.them perfunctorily then sent the documents to the Transylvanian
Diet. Respecting the condition of the 1691 Diploma Leopoldinium, the
Hahshurgs allowed the Diet the autonomy to make changes in the
Transylvanian political system. Hence when the "bishop's petitions were
referred to the Diet, Micu was called again to speak heford this
assembly, seeking its approval. Micu transformed himself into the
spokesman not only of his Uniate clergy but of the whole Transylvanian
Uniate Romanian people. This is proved by the daring manner in which
he .signed all of his petitions:

Sacratissimae Regiae Majestatis Vestrae
humillimi perpetuoque fideles Capellani 
et indigni subditi

loannes Inocentius L.B. Klein 
Episcopus Fogarasienis Nomine, et in 
Persona. Tot ins Cleri Sraeci Ritus uniti, 
ut et Hationis Yalachico-Unitae per 
Transylvaniam.

(Your Imperial Majesty's eternally most humble devoted chaplin and 
unworthy subject loannes Inocentius L.B. Klein Bishop of Fagara§ in his 
own name and in that of all the Uniate Clergy of Greek Rite as well as 
of the Unitate Wallachian Nation of Transylvania.

89. Bunea, Din Istoria Romanilor, p. 65.
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He also asked for complete authority not only over the priests

90"but also over the laics "both in civil and ecclesiastical problems.
Speaking on behalf of all Romanians in Transylvania, Micu became 

his nation’s representative. Micu spoke on behalf of the Romanian 
clergy, as well as the nobles who wished to gain position, and 
influence in county and district offices. He interceded for Romanian ■ 
tradesmen Who wished admittance into the guilds, as well, as for the 
serfs:

Nobody should openly or hiddenly under any excuse of habit 
or tradition oppose the ecclesiastical immunity of the Roman 
Catholic Church, should not dare to treat the Uniate as 
• serfs to force them in the corvee and other exhausting 
works.91
Most of the representatives of the Hungarian nations (magnates 
and nobles) treat the Romanian inhabitants as their serfs 
only much worse than the Turks treat their slaves: because 
the Turk at least gives to his slaves clothes and food but
the Hungarians do' not. On the contrary, they send the
Romanian peasant to work with his own oxen and horses for 
six and even more weeks; they force him to continuous work 
and do not offer him at least food or the permission of going 
home to eat.: But this would be even impossible because often
there are many miles distance between' the home and the place 
of work. The peasant is allowed to return home after the 
work is over but in this way the best time for work is gone.
The time in which he could have provided for himself a good
crop. Some landlords give the peasant two days a week for
his own work . . . this is why the subject so hardly oppressed 
can hardly pay the taxes to the gracious prince.92

90. Inocentiu Micu (Blaj ) to Camera Aulica '(Vienna)., n.d,; 
PIMK, 'FB, AS, Sm. d. 265, pp. l89b-191a.

91. Bunea, Din Istoria Romanilor, p. 8 5•
92. Ibid., p. 88.
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The Diet's -reaction to these requests was extremely violent and 

argumentative. The members of this Transylvanian assembly informed 
Carol VI that:

The "bishop and clergy ash from us things no one ever ashed 
before. No one could ever ash because they request from us 
rights which we have from the privileges of history. They 
ash what destroys the foundation of the rights and liberties 
enjoyed until now by the nations of the fatherland. They ash 
things which shahe the whole system of the country preserved 
until now in its religious and political points. Finally 
they want what the Romanian clergy and people should never be 
entitled to receive.93

During Maria Theresa’s reign the members of the Diet no longer
attached the requests of Bishop Micu on the basis of tradition, but
upon the basis of his definition of the legitimacy of the Romanian 1
nation. Seehing to destroy his arguments regarding the lineage of the
Romanians in Transylvania, the Diet members responded that Romanians
were merely only fugitives wandering throughout the province without
stable domicile. They further claimed that although the Romanians
may constitute the majority of the Transylvanian population they are
thieves and vagabonds and deserve no representation in the Diet.
Referring to Micu1s pretentious claims that Romanians bore the burden
of the -majority of taxes and obligations rendered to the landlords,
members of the Diet declared that the Romanians were lazy and refused

9kto work, effectively upon the magnate estates. " Mocking the claims of 
Inocentiu that the Romanians, had a nobility in the FagSras region as 
well as numerous educated clerics, the Diet indignantly responded that

93. Ibid. , p. 44,..
94. Inocentiu Micu (Blaj ) to Transylvanian Diet (Sibiu)., n.d. ; 

PIMK, FB, AS, Sm. d. 2.65,. pp. 204b-208b.



the Romanian nation was composed completely of uneducated serfs and 
peasants who were uneducated. Representatives in the assembly com
plained that it would be detrimental to the government to allow such

05indigent people into the Diet. Micu further defended his people 
against these accusations by saying that if some Romanians were 
fugitives it was because they were short of food and had to search for 
it. If there were cases of Romanians being accused of stealing, the 
Bishop admitted that this was not surprising considering that extreme 
poverty provokes evil. Micu answered to the accusation that the 
Romanians were lazy with the argument that his nationality worked in 
the gold, silver, and salt mines of Transylvania. In his argumentation 
concerning the national problem, Micu was defeated. His desire to 
raise' the Romanian nation to a fourth received political nation was 
not realized in his lifetime. But he has the merit of formulating the 
aims of the Transylvanian Romanian national fight.

Micu's Diplomacy
The first decades of the eighteenth century, the equipose of 

Transylvanian politics depended on a triangle-shaped balance of power 
composed of the Hungarian Protestant nobles, the Uniate Romanians, and 
the Catholic Habsburgs. Every action on the part of one group provoked 
reactions from the other,two. To keep everything in balance intricate 
diplomacy was necessary. Xnocentiu Micu, as leader of.the Transylvanian 
Uniate Church and the only legal representative of the Romanians, 
demonstrated a sophisticated level of diplomacy in obtaining favors for

§5. Bunea, Din Istoria Romanilor. p. 92.
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M s  tolerated nation. He was a surprising personality as he emerged 
from a rather poor family and began working in an area, with no 
diplomatic tradition, like the Romanian church. Yet in his fifteen 
years as Bishop Micu succeeded in maintaining the position of his 
church and laid a sound Background for economic and political advance
ment of his people despite the opposition of the Transylvanian 
aristocracy.

Bishop Micu was a master diplomat and his statements regarding 
the situation of the Transylvanian Romanians Bear witness to that fact. 
He played upon the sympathy of the men he was forced to deal with. He 
exploited the political and religious prejudices of the eighteenth 
century, in seeking to ̂ maintain the delicate Balance Between the 
Austrian monarchy and the Transylvanian Diet. He knew well that the 
Catholic EaBsBurgs pursued a political policy of extending Austrian 
hegemony over recently acquired provinces and used Catholicism as a 
tool for acMeving their aim, Micu also knew that the Hungarian 
Protestants were disturBed over the political ascendancy of Austria 
and the attempt to reintroduce Catholicism in Transylvania, Romanians 
were the object in a diplomatic ploy of Both Catholic Austrians and the 
Protestant Hungarians. Austrians and Hungarians realized that for a 
successful political policy, if Based upon religious considerations the 
Romanians, representing the majority of the Transylvanian population, 
must Be induced to accept the denomination of. one of the vieing 
parties, Understanding this political game, Inocentiu developed his 
own strategy aimed at securing the Best possible and obtainable material 
results for the Romanian people.
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The M s  hop did not leave unused any means for obtaining the 

benevolence of the Imperial Court for his causes. He promised that if 
the empress would grant his request permitting Romanian participation 
in the Diet that the Romanians would form regiments of 10,000 soldiers 
who would be loyal to Maria Theresa. Micu sought perhaps to enter into 
an agreement with, the empress; he would fulfill her demand for troops, 
while she granted his long^desired requests. The empress, however, 
refused to respond to Inocentiu?s offer and he was forced to send her 
ever more dramatic statements in the future. .

Micu stated in a letter to Maria Theresa on November 25, 17^3: 
^Romanians cannot enjoy protection because of national hatred, because 
whoever would offer them protection is just as prosecuted as a born 
Romanian.!?̂  Micu contended that his people were denied privileges and 
protection because of national hatred on the part of the Hungarians and 
Saxons. Romanians were despised because of their racial origin and 
their acceptance of Catholicism did not remedy their plight. Further
more:'

Is this the invitation to join your ho&yy church? Is* this 
the defense and promoting of the true union? This shows 
better who really looks for earthly gain. If I pray until 
now, I prayed only for the priests for them to be given the 
dijmas and quart as, which until now the Uniat e believers 
were forced to pay to the non^Catholics but I prayed use^ 
lessly because the Catholics led by their national hatred 
would rather have the money taken by non-Catholic pastors 
than by our Uniate priests.97

96. Ibid. , p. 9k. 
27. Ibid., p. 107,
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THe Uniate Uishop attempted to arouse Maria Theresa's Catholic senti
ments in suggesting that perhaps she would favor the Protestants of 
Transylvania over the Uniate Catholics. He informed her that she was 
aiding the Hungarian Protestants, at the expense of the Uniate 
Romanians, when she refused to grant the request presented to her in 
the name of the Uniate clergy and people of Transylvania. Using 
Catholicism as a means of promoting a favorable response from the 
fervent Catholic Maria Theresa, Micu hoped that she would assist her 
Catholic Romanians, He complained:

The other recognized nations received their privileges in 
lU37 when they were Catholic, Still they enjoy the - same 
rights as when they were non-Catholic. But because the 
Romanians were schismatic in those times, it is easy to. 
guess that their non-Catholic religion threw them into 
this hard destiny, But since they turned to the Roman 
Catholic Church, it is but right to enjoy its favors.
They have more rights to enjoy these favors than the 
Protestants who in order to maintain their religion go for 
help to the Protestant powers and ask the support of the 
English, Dutch and Prussians— while no one can say that the 
Romanians went to Constantinople for help,98

Concerning Romanian participation in the Transylvanian Diet and 
government, Micu stated that according to the third point of the 
Second Leopoldine Diploma the Romanians are received "up to a privilege." 
By this he meant that there was no difference between one who is 
"received up to a privilege" and one who is "received up to a law" 
because- law and privilege are one. Micu complained that article three 
had not been formally approved by the Diet nor had its provisions been 
put into effect, nevertheless, he was forced to accept the Jesuit 
theologian who supervised his actions. Unless the Diet approved and

98, -Ibid., p. 69.
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implemented the Diploma of 17015 Mien would reject the theologian.^
The bishop would not accept the theologian as long as article three was 
ignored.

Eventually Inocentiu Micu threatened Maria Theresa, and this 
contributed to his eventual expulsion from Transylvania and the loss of 
his bishopric. In 17^, he threatened Vienna that his people would 
renounce the Union and return to Orthodoxy if they were not granted 
their r e q u e s t s . M i c u  hoped that the empress, being a devout 
Catholic, would fear the loss of her Uniate Catholic subjects in 
Transylvania and would therefore support the Second Leopoldine Diploma. 
Maria Theresa did not respond to the bishop, but used his threat 
against him when formulating arguments which would lead to his 
expulsion,

Micu was an astute diplomat who played with words. He 
interpreted the meaning of laws, decrees and statements. He recognized 
that, from the Union of the Three Hations in 1^37 and from the 
Approbatae . Constitutiones, the Romanians had inherited a ’’tolerated" 
status which signified that they were to be excluded from governmental 
participation, entrance into guilds, and from the privilege of possess
ing land. This ’’tolerated" status. Bishop Micu argued, was in opposi
tion to the third point of the 1701 diploma, wherein upon the basis of 
religion, Romanian individuals became "received" and were granted the ■ 
privileges of the Catholic inhabitants of Transylvania, But, Inocentiu

99_. Ibid, , p, 115.
100. Prodan, Supplex Libellus Valachorum, p. 159,



asked the empress; How can the Romanians "be received individually and 
not be received as a nation, considering that the nation was composed 
of individuals? Starting from the third point of the Second Leopoldine 
Diploma which, stated that the Romanian Uniate Church should be received 
and enjoy the Catholic status, Inocentiu delivered another interpreta
tion. He questioned the possibility of having a received religion in 
the mass of unreceived people, and this was the main issue of his 
fight.

We have followed the progress of Inocentiu Micu’s programs and 
fight through fourteen years of uninterrupted, stubborn insistence in 
attempting, to emancipate the Romanian nation. With the passage of 
time, the debate became dramatic, his tone passionate. The stronger the 
barriers of the unjust Transylvanian political establishment, the more 
daring his claims, accusations, and contentions became.

These ever stronger actions from the part of Bishop Micu 
determined an ever stronger reaction from the threatened "three nations" 
represented in the Diet. By the year Yjkh the tension in Transylvania 
arrived at a point far beyond the level desired by the Viennese Court 
for the sake of its "divide et impera" politics. Hence, Maria Theresa 
eventually signed in 17^4 imperial rescript settling the long^disputed 
question of the "received" church and nation. Article six of. the 
rescript stated that the Diet strengthened the three nations and the 
four "received" religions; the rights of the Uniate Romanians were to
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101"be enjoyed only "by the nobles and clergy. For the commoners, that is

the peasants, the rescript did not. apply. According to article seven,
the position of only the Roman Catholic and not of the Uniate Church

102strengthened in Transylvania,
Inocen^iu protested Maria Theresa's rescript, in the Diet and - in 

"Vienna where he went to stop it from being approved. Prior to his 
departure for Vienna, the bishop convoked a synod ■which was attended 
by priests and laymen. Among peasants invited to participate in the 
meeting;there were both Uniate and non-Uniate representatives. Micu 
discussed his previous activities, his accomplishments and failures, 
and asked permission to continue the fight in the name of the clergy 
and people. He indignantly described the newly issued articles six and 
seven of the rescript. The synod decided to make.the future of the 
Union depend upon the satisfaction of Inocen^iu’s requests. This meant 
that , if Micu's. demands were not met in Vienna, the Transylvanian 
Romanians might abjure the Union and return to Orthodoxy.

The Imperial Court summoned Inocentiu to Vienna. He went there 
hoping to stop the ratification of articles six and seven discussed by 
the Diet and empress in 17^. But instead of speaking in favor of his 
cause, Inocentiu was called before a tribunal to be judged for his 
activities. He was accused of having no legal mandate to speak in the 
name of all Uniate Transylvanian Romanians. The tribunal stated that 
he had abandoned his ecclesiastical charges in favor of political

101. -Bunea, Din Istorla Romanilor, p. 115.
102. Ibid., p. 101,
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act iviti.es and that he attempted to transform himself from a spiritual- 
ecclesiastical leader into a national one. Pillars of the accusation 
were the inviting of priests and laymen, people of "both Uni ate and
Orthodox denominations, to the synod of IjWi- as well as the threat to
the Union.

In hearing these accusations,"Micu realized that he could no
longer rely upon the support of the Viennese Court. Ee was indirectly •
informed of the wrath of the empress against him and so he feared that
he would he dismissed from his "bishopric in Transylvania, . He fled to
Rome where he asked for papal protection. Thereupon, Inocentiu Micu
"began a long-blasting, painful exile, one which would keep him from his

103"beloved clergy and people until the end of his days. During his
Roman period, he did not give up his struggle; hut, the context of the 
fight, the circumstances, the tone, and strategy changed— hut dealing 
with these problems is beyond the scope of this study.

103, George Bodgan-rDuica, Procesul Episcopului loan Inochehtie 
Clain Studiu de (Uaransebef: Tipografia DiecesanS, l8£>6)_, P, 12.



CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

By following the dramatic life and fight of Bishop Inoeentiu 
Mien(Klein) in Transylvania, we do penetrate the complicated history of 
the Catholic Church, in Europe. With no predecessors, Belonging to no 
historical trend, he emerged from among the multitude of humiliated, 
tolerated, unorganized Romanians and grafted all of the age-long 
conditions upon the newly horn Transylvanian Uniate Church. From this 
marriage- Between the old and the new and through the ideas and activity 
of Inoeentiu Micu, there emerged historical conditions which would Be 
resurrected in the following centuries.

Inoeentiu was the first Bishop of the Transylvanian Uniate 
Church to transform the church into a leading institution of the whole 
Romanian people, He gave the church a political and social connotation, 
a secularity which differentiated it from other Uniate churches, He 
sought to strengthen the church, and in doing so, he strengthened the 
people. Ih his petitions, he set forth a comprehensive program for 
elevating Both church and people. He condemned the centuries old 
social and political inequities committed against the nation, the feudal 
exploitation and national humiliation. That all of the social strata 
identified with him, explains the large popularity of his program.

For the priests, Inoeentiu Micu advocated an improved material 
status through an ecclesiastical fund, an increased stola, the granting
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of the di.jma or the quart a, and equitable capet !!• He wanted to 
increase the priests'1 dignity by placing them under the supervision of 
the ecclesiastical offices and by providing them a better education in 
Catholic seminaries.. For the nobles, the bishop desired their public 
recognition, access to governmental offices, and a numerical increase. 
For the peasant, he sought the easing of their financial charges, a 
reduction of the corvee, an end to payments of foreign priests, and an 
improved moral status by providing peasants with educated Romanian 
priests. While making demands on behalf of all the social strata, Micu 
elevated the entire Romanian nation by appealing to their antiquity and 
their uninterrupted presence in Transylvania, His plan was designed to 
achieve quantitative and qualitative development.

This is the essence of Inocentiu- Micu's activity. His program 
of elevating the Romanian nation through an educated clerical 
aristocracy would not die with his political defeat, This program 
would be further developed during the Transylvanian enlightenment by 
the so-called Scoala Ardeleana, With the arguments of antiquity and 
uninterrupted residence in Transylvania, Inocentiu provided the 
Romanian nationalist movement in Transylvania with ideas which they 
would use for centuries to come.
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